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i. introduction
a. An Imaginary Dialogue
It is lunchtime at a conference on conservation biology focused
event follows a session on hunting delisted wolves in the Western states
where they have recovered since being successfully introduced into
the greater Yellowstone Park region and Central Idaho. At the table is
Carrie Conservationist, a state wildlife biologist, and Peter Pluralist, an
Alice breaks the ice: “It’s just wrong to kill these animals. We
brought them back only to kill them later. They simply want to live and
raise young. Hunters will wound them and leave them to suffer. We
should just leave them alone, especially after what we put their ances
tors through. Now even seven descendants of the original Yellowstone
research wolves are dead!1”
Carrie looks indulgently at Alice. “No one wants to hurt wolves.
If humans hadn’t messed up the environment to begin with, we wouldn’t
have had to restore them. They have long exceeded recovery goals—the
main purpose of protecting species. The government can’t break its prom
ise to the ranchers and farmers who opposed bringing wolves back. That
one knew from the start that they’d have to be carefully managed, even
forever. Wolf control was in the cards right from the beginning.”

Professor of Law, Vermont Law School. The author would like to thank
Andrew Fowler for his helpful work on footnote references.
1
Nate Schweber, Research Animals Lost in Wolf Hunts Near Yellowstone,
N.Y. TIMES (Nov. 26, 2012), available at http://green.blogs.nytimes.com/2012/11/28/
research
.
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“You mean wolf killing,” Alice interrupts.

humans, and the entire ecosystem. Letting them overpopulate will even
tually result in their own demise. Because of wolves, elk are stronger
and vegetation has improved for birds. This has been a great victory.
The need to hunt some animals is a worthwhile cost and the best way to
preserve ecological health.”
Alice responds, “You would never say that about overpopulated
humans. People think they are so superior that they should control ev
erything in nature.”
“Humans are part of nature, too. They’re also animals,” Carrie
responds with a trace of condescension.
Sensing rising tension, Peter offers, “We don’t have to kill the
wolves or leave them to overpopulate. We can control populations
through birth control. There are ways to do this through food and phar
We could even remove some excess wolves from the West and relocate
them to the Northeast where wolves are gone and people want them
back.”
In unison, Alice and Carrie glance skeptically at Peter. Carrie
said, “That wouldn’t work. They’re not even the right species.”
Peter retorted, “That remains to be seen.”
b. Perspectives in Tension
Many conservation issues replicate the dialogue on wolf rein
troduction and its aftermath. Particular examples of resistant tension
include: developing land for ridgeline wind power that results in bat
and avian mortality or interferes with animal migration corridors and
seasonal food sources,2 expending resources to cleanse soiled birds in
the Gulf of Mexico of oil or other contaminants where effectiveness and
long term avian survival are weak,3 capturing the last of extremely en
dangered animals like red wolves or frogs for captive breeding despite
slim prospects of successful reintegration into the wild,4 or culling prey
2

Breath of Life: Ethical Wind Power and Wildlife, 10

Clare Sestanovich, Oiled Birds: To Clean or Euthanize, ForeignpoliCy.Com
(June 11, 2010, 12:55 PM)
.
4
When red wolves in the Southeast numbered only fourteen known animals,
the remaining wolves became subject to captive breeding, with the intention of releasing
bred animals into the wild. Red Wolf Recovery Program, u.s. Fish and wildliFe serV.,
http://www.fws.gov/redwolf/ (last updated Mar. 25, 2014). Some species of threatened
or endangered frogs are also the subjects of captive breeding programs. Richard A.
Captive Breeding, Reintroduction, and the Conservation
3
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animals to maintain viable relationships between predator and prey.5 All
6

Environmentalists tend to adopt a holistic perspective that sometimes
supports deliberate or foreseeable harms to individual animals to pro
mote species, populations, and ecosystems, whereas animal ethicists
Although the two perspectives can often be “complementary,”7
sists in hard cases. Like gestalt shifts in perception, conservation biolo
gists focus on wholes and animal ethicists on individuals, but each can
the values on one side must give. Deliberate attention to the contrasting
perspective allows consideration, and sometimes accommodation, of
the other point of view. This can open a window to broader consensus
and better policy, but not always, despite the claims of pluralists who
believe that reconciliation is almost always possible.
Because of the highly contextual nature of these tensions, a
“case study” examining a particular factual context is most useful. I
shall focus here on the proposal, now suspended, to restore wolves to
the role of top predator in the Northeastern region of the United States.8
For comparative guidance, I draw on the historical reintroduction of
gray wolves to the West that began in 1995 in Yellowstone National
Park and Northern Idaho (“Yellowstone project”), widely believed to be
a remarkable ecological success story.9
of Amphibians, 22 ConserVation Biology
controversial because of habitat loss, genetic depression, high costs, the need for long
term monitoring, and sometimes needed cooperation of local people. Id. at 853.
5
See gary Varner, in nature’s interests? interests, animal rights, and
enVironmental ethiCs
6
Mary Anne Warren, The Rights of the Non-Human World, in the animal
rights/enVironmental ethiCs deBate: the enVironmental perspeCtiVe 185, 186
(Eugene C. Hargrove ed., 1992).
7
Id. at 205.
8
In 1992 the Fish and Wildlife Service issued a Northeast Timber Wolf
Recovery Plan identifying portions of New England and New York as potential
restoration areas: the Adirondack Forest Preserve; areas of Eastern Maine, and
Western Maine and adjacent New Hampshire. u.s. Fish and wildliFe serV., reCoVery
, available at http://www.fws.
(last visited Apr. 9, 2014)
[hereinafter reCoVery plan].
9
See Service Proposes to Return Management and Protection of Gray
Wolves to State Wildlife Professionals Following Successful Recovery Efforts, u.s.
Fish and wildliFe serV. (June 7, 2013), http://www.fws.gov/home/newsroom/
serviceproposesgraywolvesNR06072013.html; Cf. Jim Dutcher, Jamie Dutcher &
Garrick Dutcher, Don’t Forsake the Gray Wolf, n.y. times (June 7, 2013), available at
.
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Species restorations appropriately take a holistic perspective,
with populations, species, habitats, and ecosystems the primary units
harms to the individual animals trapped, collared, transported and accli
mated to the new environment, as well as to some animals left behind
in the source location and those encountered in the new place. Although
holistic values, the conservationist perspective disregards individual
animal ethics in the name of ecological improvements. In contemplat
ing restorations, conservation biologists, government agency represen
tatives, and policy analysts should consider directly the interests of in
dividual animals, holding open the possibility that animal welfare might
outweigh holistic goals.10 After ethically examining the rationales for
wolf restoration in the Northeast, I conclude that animal welfare con
cerns should stop the project.
Despite the contextual nature of this examination, I offer some
ethical guidelines for other predator restorations where group and in
dividual perspectives chafe. I identify relevant ethical criteria to guide
decisions on when promoting species, population, and systems justify
invasive reintroductions. I hope to promote dialogue between environ
mental and animal ethicists that might affect conservation thinking and
policies.

ii. theoretical Background tensions

(1970), as the public became conscious of environmental damage.11
Initial debate centered on the adequacy of conventional “Western” eth
ics, with its emphasis on individual humans, to address environmental
problems.12 Was environmental ethics a new application and extension
of ethics generally, or was it something new because of the importance
of collective ideas like species and systems? By the time this question

See Ben A. Minteer & James P. Collins, Ecological Ethics: Building a New
Tool Kit for Ecologists and Biodiversity Managers, in the animal ethiCs reader,
10

See A Very Brief History of the Origins of Environmental Ethics for the
Novice, the Ctr. For enVtl. philosophy, http://www.cep.unt.edu/novice.html.
12
See Richard Routley (Sylvan), Is there a Need for a New, an Environmental,
Ethic? in enVironmental philosophy From animal rights to radiCal eCology 12,
11

human relationship to nature).
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human purposes.13 In this, traditional ethical individualism was intact,
with emphasis on the rights of creatures who were “experiencing sub
jects of a life,” originating “animal rights,”14
man animals who were “sentient” and could experience pain and plea
sure, generating “animal welfare.”15
The new cadre of environmental ethicists eschewed the individ
ualism of animal ethics, reviving Aldo Leopold’s “land ethic” from the
1940s.16 Leopold had boldly insisted that ethics must expand to the en
on each other for survival: “The land ethic simply enlarges the bound
aries of the community to include soils, waters, plants, and animals, or
collectively: the land.”17 Leopold’s extension of Western ethics to the
environment gave him a “prophet” label, although he was an outsider
to academic philosophy. His ethic shifted both the scope and subjects of
18

the “en
ergy circuit,” and the “land” itself. Leopold’s professions of forester
and wildlife manager probably explain this emphasis on ecology,22 and
Leopold became a vanguard of holism in the new environmental ethics.
Thus diverged animal and environmental ethics. Some of the
split was explicit. J. Baird Callicott, probably the recent environmental
ethicist most aligned with Leopold’s holism, proclaimed division of the
23
Like trains passing in the night, animal and environmental
movements followed parallel tracks, with separate advocacy in politics
19

20

21

See Eugene C. Hargrove, Foundations of Wildlife Protection Attitudes, in
the animal rights/enVironmental ethiCs deBate (Eugene C. Hargrove ed., 1992)
(describing changing attitudes toward animal treatment in the nineteenth century).
14
Tom Regan, The Radical Egalitarian Case for Animal Rights, in
enVironmental ethiCs: readings in theory and appliCation
Pojman & Paul Pojman eds., 6th ed. 2012) [hereinafter Radical Egalitarian].
15
Peter Singer, A Utilitarian Defense of Animal Liberation, in enVironmental
ethiCs readings in theory and appliCation 71, 75 (Louis P. Pojman & Paul Pojman
eds., 6th ed. 2012).
16
See the Ctr. For enVtl. philosophy, supra note 11 (mentioning Sierra
Club republication of Leopold’s Land Ethic).
17
aldo leopold, a sand County almanaC 239 (1970).
18
Id. at 258 (noting the human “responsibility for the health of the land”).
19
Id.
20
Id. at 255.
21
See id.
circuit of soils, plants, and animals”).
22
See, e.g., J. Baird CalliCott, in deFense oF the land ethiC: essays in
enVironmental philosophy 5 (1989) [hereinafter in deFense].
23
J. Baird Callicott, Animal Liberation: A Triangular Affair, in CalliCott, in
deFense, supra note 22, at 15, 18, 36 (distinguishing animal and environmental ethics
in vision and application).
13
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and policy. Seeing practical advantages of reunion, some philosophers,
including Callicott himself, tried to heal the rift. Callicott softened his
24

In this, Callicott acknowledged a debt to Mary Midgley, who
had tackled the split at a theoretical level. Midgley argued that common
evolutionary processes, shared biological materials of all life, and long
standing association of humans and animals in “mixed communities”
across history and cultures, invited integration of ecological and animal
perspectives.25 Others have also made claims that the theoretical differ
ences do not matter practically to results,26 that plural ethics address dif
27
and that no single approach
28
While moves toward cohesion are helpful, they have not
offered much guidance for resolving tensions in particular cases. At
tempts at reconciliation have tended to adopt controversial theoretical
tween animal and environmental ethics and suggest factors for deciding
which values should predominate in particular contexts.

iii. reintroduction of wolVes into their
historical range
a. Northeastern Wolf Reintroduction: Background
Following fanfare yet lingering adversity over restoring gray
wolves into the Yellowstone National Park region and Central Idaho near
the turn of the millennium,29 attention turned to the Northeastern Unit
ed States.30 Not unlike the Yellowstone region before reintroduction, the
J. Baird Callicott, Animal Liberation and Environmental Ethics: Back
Together Again, in CalliCott, in deFense, supra note 22, at 49, 55 (seeking “common
24

mary midgley, animals and why they matter 112 (1983); see also
Mary Midgley, The Mixed Community, in the animal rights/enVironmental ethiCs
deBate: the enVironmental perspeCtiVe 211, 213, 220 (Eugene C. Hargrove ed.,
1992) (describing long history of human and animal associations and human capacity
to extend sympathy beyond one’s group).
26
See, e.g., Bryan g. norton, toward unity among enVironmentalists
25

converge despite differences on underlying values).
27
See, e.g., lawrenCe m. hinman, a pluralist approaCh to moral theory,
(2d ed. 1998) (answering different, not competing, questions).
28
See, e.g., Anthony Weston, Before Environmental Ethics, in enVironmental
pragmatism
ethics is in “originary stage” that should resist univocal explanations).
29
Supra note 9.
30
See reCoVery plan, supra
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The
Endangered Species Act of 1973 (ESA) required the Department of the
Interior, through the Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS), to formulate Res
toration Plans that would address feasibility of restoring species listed as
“endangered” to their former range.32 Experts believed that a subspecies
33
Studies of
the region covered many factors, including ecological suitability of hab
itat and prey, public opinion, receptivity of State governments, economic
and cultural impacts on people of the area, and costs.
Research determined that the New England states of Maine and
New Hampshire had enough prey and space for pack territories to sup
port viable wolf populations.34 Large areas of Maine had ample moose,
31

tat connected Maine with portions of New Hampshire.35 Researchers
Adirondacks in New York as able to support smaller numbers of
wolves.36 Studies also concluded that wolves were not likely to travel
on their own from Canada to the Northeast because of various nat
ural and human “barriers,” such as long travel distances, patches of
and Canadian hunters.37 Large swaths of farmland and towns in South
humans, several large highway systems would cause wolf mortality
from automobiles, and the Saint Lawrence Seaway would not provide
a winter corridor because ice was broken to accommodate commercial
navigation.38
Professionals also conducted polls and surveys of public opinion,
with the funding and assistance of Defenders of Wildlife, an environ
Bill McKibben, Human Restoration, in the return oF the wolF:
reFleCtions on the Future oF wolVes in the northeast (John Elder, ed., 2000).
32
Endangered Species Act of 1973 [hereinafter ESA], 16 USC § 1531 et
seq.; id.
33
reCoVery plan, supra note 8, at 58 (mapping the former territory of the
Timber Wolf in the Northeast).
34
Maine turned out to be the most promising candidate in terms of available
31

Hampshire and Vermont also were suitable for smaller populations. See, e.g., David J.
Mladenoff and Theodore A. Sickley, Assessing Potential Gray Wolf Restoration in the
Northeastern United States: A Spatial Prediction of Favorable Habitat and Potential
Population Levels, 62 J. wildliFe mgmt.
35
Id.
36
Id. at 5. Harsh Adirondack winters and dense forestation raised doubts
See, e.g., Adrian F. Wydeven et al., The Potential for Wolf Recovery in
the Northeastern United States via Dispersal from Southeastern Canada, 26 wildliFe
soC’y Bulletin
38
Id.
37
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mental advocacy group devoted to endangered species, with wolf resto
ration a signature issue.39 Although some Adirondack residents opposed
reintroduction,40 overall sentiment solidly favored bringing wolves back
to the area.41 Upon study of the above factors, the FWS Restoration Plan
for reintroducing wolves to the Northeast seemed closer to fruition.42
Subsequently these plans unraveled and are now at least tem
porarily suspended. Taxonomic controversy has blurred the species
identity of the wolf that once inhabited the Northeast.43 Some wildlife
biologists who studied the genetics of wolves recently concluded that
the historical wolf of the region was not, after all, a subspecies of gray
wolf, but instead a separate species in its own right that evolved genet
44
Following the rec
ommendation of its agency experts, FWS issued a Proposal for change
in Northeastern wolf status in May of 2011.45 The Proposal declared
the historical Northeastern wolf to be the separate species Canis lycaon, not a subspecies of gray wolf, Canis lupus, as the Recovery Plan
had stated.46 The implication of this new designation was that wolves in
the Northeast would not be protected under the ESA unless biological
Rodger Schlickeisen, Overcoming Cultural Barriers to Wolf Reintroduction,
in wolVes and human Communities: Biology, politiCs, and ethiCs 61, 63 (Virginia
A. Sharpe, Byran Norton, and Strachan Donnelly eds., 2001) [hereinafter wolVes and
human] (reporting increasing public support for wolf reintroduction).
40
See. e.g., Richard W. Sage, Jr., Wolves in the Adirondacks? Perspectives
from the Heart of the Adirondack Park, in wolVes and human, supra note 39, at
39

autonomy).
See, e.g., Nina Fascione and Stephen R. Kendrot, Facilitating Citizen
Participation in Adirondack Wolf Recovery, in wolVes and human, supra note 39, at
51, 53 (describing positive results of 1996 survey nationally, in New England, and in
the Adirondacks).
42
reCoVery plan, supra note 8.
43
See, e.g., Letter from Christopher A. Amato, Assistant Comm’r, N.Y.
41

Directives Mgmt., U.S. Fish and Wildlife Serv. (June 30, 2011), available at http://
prfamerica.org/images/pdfs/GrayWolfLetter.pdf (arguing that the FWS view that
Canis lupus never inhabited the Northeast is erroneous).
44
See, e.g., Christopher J. Kyle et al., Genetic Nature of Eastern Wolves:
Past, Present, and Future, 7 ConserVation genetiCs 273, 278 (2006) (arguing for
separate species as historical inhabitant); Dan Vergano, Eastern Wolves Howl for
Recognition, usa today, Nov. 17, 2012, http://www.usatoday.com/story/tech/
.
45
See Endangered and Threatened Wildlife and Plants; Proposed Rule to
Revise the List of Endangered and Threatened Wildlife for the Gray Wolf (Canis
lupus) in the Eastern United States, Initiation of Status Reviews for the Gray Wolf and
for the Eastern Wolf (Canis lycaon), 76 Fed. Reg. 26,086 (proposed May 5, 2011) (to
46

Id.
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assessment eventually determined that the separate species warranted
listing.47 As required, FWS initiated a public comment period following
York Department of Natural Resources.48 Despite considerable scien
longstanding gray wolf subspecies identity,49 FWS reiterated the Canis
lycaon designation in its even more controversial June 2013 Proposal
except for the Southwestern subspecies of Canis lupus baileyi.50 Thus
Northeastern wolf reintroduction languishes pending further airing of
the taxonomic issue, more opportunity to assess the ecological status of
the possibly separate species, and comments and probable litigation on
the overall delisting Proposal.51
b. Yellowstone Region Wolf Reintroduction:
A Comparative Model
i. Learning from the past
Although the ethics of relocating wolves to the Northeast is the
case study of focus, it is necessary to consider the historical reintro
duction of gray wolves (Canis lupus) into Yellowstone National Park
and the greater Yellowstone ecosystem extending into Central Idaho
(“Yellowstone project”). Besides ecological accomplishments, that en
deavor has provided extensive information relevant to predator reintro
ductions generally, and especially of wolves. I shall remind readers of
the history of Yellowstone restoration and compare conditions in the
West to the Northeast. Despite variations, the history of the Western
wolf project affects the ethics of any future restoration.
See id.
See Letter from Christopher A. Amato, supra note 43 (commenting on
FWS’ view that Canis lupus never inhabited the Northeast).
49
Id.
50
Endangered and Threatened Wildlife and Plants; Removing the Gray Wolf
(Canis lupus) from the List of Endangered and Threatened Wildlife and Maintaining
Protections for the Mexican Wolf (Canis lupus baileyi) by Listing It as Endangered,
47
48

17) [hereinafter 78 Fed. Reg. 35,664].
51
See id.
conclusion, the Northeastern Wolf would fare better as a separate species Canis
lycaon
Proposal to delist gray wolves stands. This is because the status of Canis lycaon is still
uncertain, and FWS could extend protection and prepare a Recovery Plan should it
determine that the separate species needs protection. Id.
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After years of information gathering, careful planning, and legal
and political wrangling, in 1995 the Department of Interior reintroduced
gray wolves into Western ecosystems that had previously included these
“top predators” before humans extirpated them in the new twentieth
century.52 Except for part of Minnesota where gray wolves were listed
as “threatened,” gray wolves were “endangered” in all areas of their for
53
The Yellowstone project gen
erated intense political and legal controversy,54 large economic cost,55
and surprising time to launch (about twenty years).56 Yet the project met
the biological goal of establishing viable packs sooner than anyone an
ticipated,57
biodiversity, soils, and vegetation, are heartening.58
In evaluating the Yellowstone project from its conception, to
inception, to aftermath, I found no discussion of the effect on individual
animals as a factor for decisional consideration. Although writers sensi
tively described actual impacts on the relocated wolves, such consider
guidelines for “humane” removal.59 Actors seemed to assume that harms
to individual animals were a necessary cost of reintroduction, begging
the question whether harmful side effects presented ethical obstacles
to going forward. The literature on Yellowstone does convey the team
members’ conscientiousness, admiration, and respect for the relocated
wolves, gentleness in the animals’ treatment, concern for animal suf
60
Yet animal suf
fering was an epiphenomena of decisions made almost exclusively on
ecological grounds.
See, e.g., Schlickeisen, supra
the us dept. oF the interior, Fish and wildliFe serV., the reintroduCtion
oF gray wolVes to yellowstone national parK and Central idaho: Final
enVironmental impaCt statement xxvii (1994) [hereinafter Final eis], available at
.
54
See, e.g.,
, Lessons from Wolf
Restoration in Greater Yellowstone, in wolVes and human, supra note 39, 135, 137.
55
See Final eis, supra note 53, at Appendix 5 (projecting total expense of
reintroduction in 1992 dollars at $6,757,750).
56
hanK FisCher, wolF wars: the remarKaBle inside story oF the
restoration oF wolVes to yellowstone 161 (1995).
57
See, e.g., Schlickeisen, supra note 39, at 62.
58
See, e.g., Ten Years of Yellowstone Wolves, 13 yellowstone sCi.
(Winter 1995), available at http://www.nps.gov/yell/planyourvisit/upload/YS13(1).
pdf (describing effects of wolves on wildlife like, elk, coyotes, beaver, and songbirds
and on vegetation including willows) [hereinafter ten years oF yellowstone].
59
Final eis, supra
60
See, e.g., thomas mCnamee, the return oF the wolF to yellowstone
65, 66, 76 (1997); see also FisCher, supra
52
53
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Bypassing ethical questions as a constraint on restoration re
biology, managers should enlist ethologists and ethicists in the decision
process as a counterweight. Conservation biology is normative,61 and
frames issues selectively, 62 making it important to invite multidisci
plinary dialogue. Even some wildlife experts question the ethics of eco
63
Because restorations subject
wild animals to intensive human control and predictable harms, they
raise foundational moral questions about the relationship of humans to
listic, attending to species, populations, and systems.64 Of course, the
survival of individuals in the aggregate seals the fate of species, and in
that sense every animal matters. Yet holistic concern with individuals
is indirect and derivative. Applying diverse ethical perspectives to con
servation decisions can help to reconcile environmentalism with animal
protection by mitigating harms to animals even when the species and
ecosystem perspectives prevail.
The human side of restoration also raises ethical concerns about
policy choices that consume large sums of money that could be applied
to other social ends.65 Those planning for wolves in Yellowstone did
veys,66 hearings,67 and made concessions to local ranchers and farm
ers.68 Yet resting policy decisions on public consensus is itself an ethical
position, which philosophers call “conventionalism.”69 History demon
strates that majority sentiment sometimes permits egregious miscon
duct (most starkly, in discrimination, slavery, and genocide). The point
here is not to taint wolf reintroduction by association with extreme evil,
but merely to illustrate that social and disciplinary support for a conser
vation project does not settle the ethics.
Camilla H. Fox & Marc Bekoff, Integrating Values and Ethics into Wildlife
Policy and Management—Lessons from North America, 1 animals
(2011), available at www.mdpi.com/journal/animals.
62
Id
see also miChael l. morrison, restoring wildliFe:
eCologiCal ConCepts and praCtiCal appliCations 15 (2009) (ecologist describing
61

dimensions” of management).
63
Fox & Bekoff, supra
64
Id. at 132.
65
mCnamee, supra note 60, at 260. See also FISCHER, supra note 56, at 170.
66
See, e.g., FisCher, supra
67
MCnamee, supra
leadership of Ed Bangs, Project head).
68
Id.
Compensation Fund to compensate ranchers for livestock losses from wolves).
69
See, e.g., John Kekes, Moral Conventionalism, 22 am. philosophiCal Q.
37, 37 (1985) (conventional morality serves social welfare).
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possible courses of action. These include the types and intensity of
harms, risks to all individuals and groups likely to be affected, goals
goals, how to approach uncertainties, unintended side effects, public
acceptability, legal issues and their impacts, economic and personnel
costs and foregone opportunities, educational and cultural impacts, and
character effects on the main actors and the public. The applied ethicist
need to choose among values in tension. Ethics is a deliberative inquiry
that penetrates unexamined assumptions and expands the parameters of
comfortable thinking.
ii. The Yellowstone Deal: “No Return”
The “Yellowstone” wolves came from Alberta, Canada, 70 where
wolves were plentiful and mostly unprotected.71 The Canadian wolves
were living in stability, if not security. The Canadian provincial gov
72
Because
relocated animals could not be returned to Canada, retrenching meant
killing since no backup plan addressed rejected creatures.73 This was
one risk to the animals that project participants knowingly accepted in
advance.
If the government brought wolves to the Northeast, source an
imals would also come from Canada.74 There is no reason to believe
that wolves would be returnable this time around, so wolves would face
killing should biological and legal disputes necessitate removal. The
uncertainties of removal would be enhanced in the Northeast because of
the disputed identity of the animals who once inhabited the region and
the delisting controversy.

FisCher, supra note 56, at 111.
See mCnamee, supra
72
Id. at 86.
73
Id.
74
If the FWS maintains its proposed designation of the historical Eastern Wolf
as the full species Canis lycaon, the source of any wolves to be reintroduced would likely
be Algonquin Park in Ontario, Canada because those animals are closest genetically.
See riChard p. thiel & adrian p. wydeVen, eastern wolF (Canis lyCaon) status
assessment report
available at http://www.fws.gov/midwest/wolf/
aboutwolves/pdf/ThielWydevenEasternWolfStatusReview8August12.pdf.
70
71
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iii. Animal selection
Managers of the Yellowstone project intended to bring relatively
intact packs to Yellowstone in a “soft release,” in which pack mem
bers would be captive for six weeks to allow acclimation to their new
75
“Soft
release” is safer for the animals than the “hard release” technique used
in Central Idaho, where individual animals were deposited in the wil
derness and left to their own devices.76 Because wolves are highly social
animals, “soft release” is also more conducive to fairly stable pack rela
tionships that are hierarchical but social and affectionate.77 In packs, the
Alpha wolf pair is typically the only pack members to reproduce, and
other pack members, often relatives, are responsible for other tasks like
guarding young, defending territory, and hunting large prey in groups.78
Thus it is important to remove the alpha pair and as many pack members

animal to the pack itself.79 They called the individual animals who un
wittingly betrayed the pack “Judas wolves.”80 These animals became
coerced “informants” of sorts. The traps and snares used for capture
pose serious harms to animals. The wire snare encircles the neck and
can cause strangulation.81
82
In winter, the trap cuts
83
These methods
are still used and would cause predictable injuries to captured animals
destined for the Northeast.
Despite the ecological goal of removing full packs, it was clear
at the outset of Yellowstone removal that some members would be left
behind.84 Because of pack structure, biologists knew that separation
would disrupt the social order of the group,85

75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84

85

mCnamee, supra note 60, at 72.
See id.
Id. at 69, 71.
Id. at 71.
Id. at 19.
Id.
See id. at 74 (describing death of three ensnared wolves).
Id.
Id. at 62
See id.
See id. at 71.
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of pack composition.86 Wolves left behind would be deprived of security
and the social bonds of pack membership.87 The stranded individuals
88

but even temporary isolation would cause stress and threats.89
Wolves being removed to the Northeast would face similar track
ing, trapping and collaring, so the Western animals’ responses to these
methods are ethically relevant. Although biologists did predict stress of
the Yellowstone immigrants, it is now clear that standard methods of
translocation produced extreme disruption. This revives questions about
the methods and whether some effects can be mitigated.
iv. Medical evaluation and transport
Helicopters were the vehicles for removing wolves from a dense
ly forested region in Alberta, Canada, and these would be used again.
Such aircraft are extremely noisy and are known to frighten wolves,
which the Alberta wolves clearly demonstrated.90 Captured individu
als suffered “inconceivable stress,”91 from handling by “their one great
source of terror – humanity.”92
93

When
an animal revives, it is disoriented and less able to function. Once
94

95

Project
personnel then airlifted the wolves into the helicopter and placed them
96

truck.97
from the pack.98
See, e.g., John B. Theberge, An Ecologist’s Perspective on Wolf Recovery
in the Northeastern United States, in the return oF the wolF: reFleCtions on the
Future oF wolVes in the northeast (John Elder ed., 2000).
87
mCnamee, supra note 60, at 69.
88
See id. at 71 (describing periodic disintegration of packs).
89
See marK BeKoFF & JessiCa pierCe, wild JustiCe: the moral liVes oF
animals
hunting, territory defense, and grooming) [hereinafter wild JustiCe].
90
mCnamee, supra
91
Id. at 77.
92
Id. at 76.
93
Id. at 68, 73.
94
Id. at 72 (describing a wolf’s death from a dart that entered the chest).
95
Id. at 82 (describing captured wolves’ condition after long journey).
96
Id. at 66 (veterinarians “measure every possible body dimension”).
97
Id.
98
Id.
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A Northeastern reintroduction would most likely remove wolves
from Algonquin Provincial Park in Ontario, Canada, now that FWS has
Canis lycaon, because that wolf is
genetically closest and lives under the most similar conditions.99 Be
cause such removal would use similar transport and veterinary assess
ethical responsibility attached.
v. Acclimation to the new environment
Upon arrival in the Yellowstone target region, managers placed
restore their stamina and health, before releasing the wolves into their
new home.100
after ten weeks in captivity.101 Biologists worried about the intensity
of trauma,102 especially since at least one female wolf appeared to be
in heat or even pregnant.103 They were surprised enough by the level
of stress that they wondered about possible permanent effects.104 That
the Yellowstone wolves ultimately acclimated does reduce ethical con
cerns, but deliberately causing acute suffering of animals, even tem
to cause harm, such impacts are now highly foreseeable. An actor is
ethically responsible for foreseeable consequences of his conduct, even
though he perceives himself responsible only for his conscious intent.105
vi. Feeding and release
Yellowstone biologists carefully selected regions for relocation
in part based on plentiful ungulate and other wolf prey.106 This would
survival and reproduction. Ample prey would also promote the health of

thiel & wydeVen, supra note 74, at 23.
BruCe hampton, the great ameriCan wolF 219 (1997).
101
mCnamee, supra
102
Id. at 110.
103
Id.
104
Id. at 65.
105
John P. Sabini & Maury Silver, On Destroying the Innocent with a
Clear Conscience: A Sociopsychology of the Holocaust, in surViVors, ViCtims, and
perpetrators, essays on the nazi holoCaust
(discussing relationship between intent and responsibility).
106
hampton, supra note 100, at 203.
99

100
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the relocated individuals. A Northeastern restoration should minimally
commit the time, costs, and expertise to evaluating all regional factors,
including the costs and expertise of management.107
In the ten weeks preceding release, the captive Yellowstone
wolves received strategically placed road kill and other meat for suste
nance.108 After elongated captivity and before release, managers withheld
food to encourage the wolves to leave their cages.109 Despite doing with
out food for four days, the captives would not exit the pens despite at
outside.110 This sign of extreme trauma is worrisome for future projects.111
Despite unanticipated stress, the animals were resilient enough
to overcome these effects.112 The ultimate success of the Yellowstone
wolves is ethically relevant to a potential Northeastern project. Although
the ethics of a decision must be assessed at the time the decision is made
instead of retrospectively,113
be entitled to consider that wolves are resilient enough to recover from
intense trauma. They could reason that harms would be temporary and
in which conservation programs measure success. Yet, this conclusion
would assume the priority of a species perspective, and the individuals
who suffered would be serving that larger interest.
vii. Legal risks and ethical implications
It is fair to say that the creaturely newcomers to Yellowstone
were, and still are, as much threatened by legal machinations as any
thing else. Wolves crossing the border from Canada into the Western
States were “endangered” under the ESA.114 “Taking” listed animals
penalties.115
harming, pursuing, hunting, shooting, wounding, killing, trapping, cap
turing, collecting, or attempting to engage in such conduct.”116 Before
See morrison, supra note 62, at 188, 298 (highlighting the importance of
“adaptive management” over time).
108
mCnamee, supra note 60, at 87, 106.
109
Id.
110
Id. at 106, 112,118.
111
Id. at 110.
112
See ten years oF yellowstone, supra note 58, at 4.
113
See, e.g., Am. Bar Assoc., model rules oF proFessional ConduCt, Scope,
sec. 19 (2002) (professional conduct of lawyers assessed based on lawyer’s knowledge
of facts at the time of action).
114
See, e.g., Schlickeisen, supra
everywhere in U.S. except part of Minnesota where listed as “threatened”).
115
16 U.S.C. § 1538 (a) (1) (B).
116
Id.
107
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western wildlife agents relocated wolves, many wolf sightings had oc
curred in Montana,117 and people had also reported sightings in the ac
tual target areas of the project.118 One huge controversy surrounding
the project was whether wolves would eventually return on their own,
eliciting greater public acceptance and rendering unnecessary the ex
pense of reintroduction.119 An ethical question for the Northeast also is
animals might return on their own initiative. Given known harms, ethics
requires exploration of less intrusive alternatives, which would include
facilitating return of animals on their own. Of course, those naturally
returning animals also would face risks, but humans would not be as
directly responsible.
Yellowstone proponents, and even some opponents, relied on the
special designation under the ESA of relocated animals as “experimen
tal” to urge quicker action before naturally occurring animals could be
120
and the Final EIS recommended this legal alternative.121 “Ex
perimental” animals receive relaxed protection under Section 10(j) of
the ESA, as amended in 1988 to facilitate species restorations.122 Ranch
ers and farmers could shoot any “experimental” wolf seen depredating
on domesticated animals.123 This status, along a Defenders of Wildlife
program to provide compensation for killed livestock,124 provided proj
ect proponents with political capital to convince some more tractable
local business people that they would be better off with reintroduced
wolves now than “natural” (and fully protected) wolves returning later
on their own.125
FisCher, supra note 56, at 96 (packs and breeding pairs in Montana
documented as early as 1986).
118
Id. at 43, 96 (despite sightings in Yellowstone and Central Idaho, extensive
study revealed no wolf populations in Yellowstone).
119
Id.
120
Id. at 87, 93 (describing even opposing Idaho Senator, James McClure’s
117

full protection accorded to those who returned on their own); see also hampton, supra
note 100, at 209 (FWS asking, “Do you want to get out ahead of it?”)
121
Final eis, supra
“nonessential, experimental” populations); see also hampton, supra note 100, at 207.
122
16 U.S.C. § 1539(j) (amendment allowing such designation only if
reintroduced animals are fully separate from those naturally occurring).
123
Final eis, supra note 53, at 296 (acknowledging public concern about
private killings by ranchers and encouraging but not requiring agency control of
wolves depredating on livestock); see also FisCher, supra note 58, at 139 (describing
environmental groups’ controversy over “private take”).
124
See FisCher, supra
of Defenders compensation fund).
125
Id.
advantages of “experimental” status and availability of compensation).
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tion? Was it ethical to urge quick action under 10(j) as an inducement,
tions shadowed the Yellowstone endeavor. Here again, ecological and
animal welfare perspectives differ. Proponents could reason that the

as the greatest good of the largest number of individuals,126 proponents
could defend their decision even treating animals as subjects of concern.
Information supports the view that wolves satiated with wild prey avoid
domesticated animals.127 Thus managers could conclude that 10(j) status
over time.
From the animal perspective, relaxed protection is the ethical
opposite of what should happen when government expels animals from
their habitat and places them under at least temporary control. A basic
principle of moral (and legal) responsibility is that some special rela
tionships create vulnerability and enhance duties to the weaker party.128
Thus parents have extra duties to protect dependent children.129 Profes
depend on professional expertise in situations of vital importance.130
Special responsibility also applies to animals wrenched from their lives
and deposited in alien places.
The ESA relaxes the legal protection of animals captured for
reintroduction just when ethical responsibility is heightened. Law and
treats animals exclusively as a means to achieve holistic conservation
goals of humans. The Kantian tradition deeply embedded in Western
126

See John Stuart Mill, Utilitarianism, in John stuart mill, ‘on liBerty’

and other essays

Happiness Principle” as philosophical origin of popular “utilitarian” principle).
127
See FisCher, supra
Mech, stating that wolves generally prefer wild prey to livestock and predicting low
See, e.g., Tarasoff v. Regents of Univ. of Cal.,
1976) (defendant psychotherapist duty to third party based on special relationship to
client who threatened third party).
129
See, e.g., Vincent R. Johnson & Claire G. Hargrove, The Tort Duty of
Parents to Protect Minor Children, 51 Vill. l. reV
legal, moral, and common understandings about parental duties to child).
130
See, e.g.,
, The Lawyer’s Duty
to Keep Clients Informed: Establishing a Standard of Care in Professional Liability
Actions, 9 paCe l. reV
protect welfare of clients based on the professional’s superior knowledge).
128
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ethics rejects treatment of living individuals exclusively as means.131
Predator restoration should be reserved for rare situations where legal
132
This dire
condition does not apply to wolves that thrive in many environments
around the globe.133
From a purely human perspective, Section 10(j) does have ethical
merit. In reintroducing predators, the government intentionally exposes
people to risks, which it thus has an ethical duty to mitigate. Section
Taylor cautions,
however, that people have responsibilities to avoid conditions that make
135
Government agents responsible for restoration
cannot ethically invoke the conditions they create to excuse harms later
134

ing reintroduced populations to manage predator and prey equilibrium,
must be defended in original project design. Government actors know
partly responsible for the resulting demise of “experimental” animals.
Even the more favorable legal status of reintroduced wolves
did not prevent ranchers from aggressively pursuing litigation over the
Yellowstone project. The waves of legal challenges were highly pre
dictable. The “experimental” status of the reintroduced wolves raised
questions about lone wolf dispersers already sighted in the area. Would
One version of Kant’s “Categorical Imperative,” or practical moral
requirement, is: “So act as to treat humanity, whether in thine own person or in that
immanuel Kant,
Foundations oF the metaphysiCs oF morals (T.K. Abbott trans.) (1873). Kant intended
this maxim to apply only to rational beings, namely humans. If the world of beings
with intrinsic value (as ends in themselves) is extended to include animals besides
humans, however, it is unethical to view any such beings exclusively as means to
achieve results humans may desire.
131

132

this description because of the very small numbers of animals left in the wild. See,
e.g., Christine L. Schadler, Reintroduction: Inspired Policy or Poor Conservation? in
wolVes and human Communities: Biology, politiCs, and ethiCs 161, 170 (describing
“last wild population” of red wolf and captive breeding and release program).
133
Wolves are generally not considered to threaten global biodiversity and
have expanded in many areas of the world. See, e.g., Kristin DeBoer, Dreams of
Wolves, in the return oF the wolF: reFleCtions on the Future oF wolVes in the
northeast, supra note 31, at 64, 81 (discussing expansion of wolves into various
“domesticated” countries like Spain and Italy); see also mCnamee, supra note 60, at
200 (North American wolves not vital to worldwide biodiversity).
134
taylor, infra
135

Id.
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the relaxed “experimental” status of reintroduced wolves violate the
Endangered Species Act because observers would have no way to dis
tinguish an “endangered” from an “experimental” animal? Both wolf
opponents and some who generally approved wolf return shared this
concern. The Wyoming Farm Bureau Federation, one of the plaintiffs
who challenged the legality of the project under section 10(j) of the
ESA, worried that a rancher who shot a depredating wolf could be pun
ished if the wolf turned out to have returned on its own and thus count
as “endangered.”136 The Sierra Club Legal Defense Fund, ironically
made plaintiffs in the same action as a result of judicial consolidation of
the overlapping challenges,137 were concerned that naturally returning
wolves would receive reduced protection, in violation of the ESA, be
cause of the same inability of observers to detect the difference between
an “endangered” and “experimental” animal.138 It is not my intention to
recount details of legal history that others have addressed.139
say that the courts eventually sided with the government in interpreting
ESA protection to apply to breeding populations instead of the solitary
individuals that were the only wolves in Yellowstone.140 They upheld the
“experimental” status of the wolves under section 10(j) of the ESA.141
From an ethical perspective, the outcome of Yellowstone liti
gation involved too much sheer luck. The ultimate judicial interpreta
tion of ‘population’ and section 10(j) might have been otherwise.142 It
is ethically relevant that reintroduced wolves are at the mercy of an un
predictable legal system. With critical legal questions unresolved, and
animal lives potentially in the balance, government agencies might try
to resolve legal issues in advance, for example, by seeking a declara
See Wyo. Farm Bureau Fed. v. Babbitt, 987 F. Supp. 1349, 1355 (1997).
See FisCher, supra
plaintiffs in lawsuit).
138
See
naturally occurring, “endangered” wolves if populations overlap geographically).
139
See, e.g.,
, The “Wholly Separate” Truth: Did
the Yellowstone Wolf Reintroduction Violate Section 10(j) of the Endangered Species
Act? 27 B.C. enVtl. aFF. l. reV
, The
Reintroduction of the Wolf in Yellowstone: Has the Program Fatally Wounded the
Very Species it Sought to Protect? 11 tul. enVtl. l.
R. Matthews, Who is the Predator and Who is the Prey? The Endangered Species Act
and the Reintroduction of Predator Species into the Wild, 66 enVtl. l
(1999); Anna Remet, The Return of the Noble Predator: Making the Case for Wolf
Reintroduction in New York, alB. l. enVtl. outlooK J.
140
Wyo. Farm Fed. v. Babbitt, 199 F.3d 1224, 1228 (10th Cir. 2000)
136
137

Id.
See
ESA violation despite Judge Downes’ acknowledgement of the lengthy and expensive
removal program).
141
142
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tory judgment before capturing and transporting any wolves.143 More
boldly, they might have foregone 10(j) and explored other means of
political persuasion. They also might have developed concrete backup
plans in the event that legal actions blocked the project in progress, or
tried to negotiate against Canada’s no return condition. Perhaps existing
wolf sanctuaries, or government facilities, should be ready to accept
wolves that do not survive legal challenges. Judge Downes’ removal
order was effectively a death sentence had it withstood appeal because
the wolves had no alternative home. The judge invoked the adage, “Be
careful what you wish for, you just might get it.”144 Also luckily, the
judge stayed his own removal order pending the appellate review that
ultimately sided with the government,145 but the wolves were the dice,
last minute preliminary injunction, and that judge suspended helicopter
air.146
Yellowstone veterinarian about the wolves’ “perhaps fatal” condition,147
the judge denied the motion, and the distressed animals rejoined their
148

the Endangered Species Act is what happens once reintroduced animals
recover in the region. A goal of the legislation, after all, is exactly such
recovery and removal from listing and protection.149 Once recovered
and delisted, the management of formerly listed animals reverts to state
state plans are adequate to protect delisted animals and populations.150
become haplessly caught up in human institutions. Northeastern wolves
would face at least the legal vulnerabilities of their Western counter
parts. Not only is their taxonomic status subject to dispute, but also the
It is doubtful that this would present legal standing problems given the
extensive studies and planning the government had already invested.
144
Wyo. Farm Bureau, 987 F. Supp. at 1376 n. 43.
145
Id. at 1376.
146
hampton, supra note 100, at 221.
147
mCnamee, supra note 60, at 85.
148
Id. at 86.
149
16 USC § 1533(f)(1) (recovery plans required for “conservation and
survival of endangered species and threatened species listed”). See also, 78 Fed. Reg.
35, 664, supra note 50 at 35, 685 (discussing requirement to recover listed species).
150
See News Release, U.S. Fish & Wildlife Serv., Service Declares Wyoming
Gray Wolf Recovered Under the Endangered Species Act and Returns Management
Authority to the State (Aug. 30, 2012) (
)
143
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Of course, the legal vagaries of conservation programs are not
dispositive. Otherwise the law could not advance, and potentially also
the species, ecosystems, and derivatively, some individual animals.
litigation should not curtail a project, the legal unknowns of a given
certainties.
viii. Wolf restoration and the ethics of risk and uncertainty
Should Canis lycaon receive future protection and become a
candidate for restoration, the wolves removed to the Northeast would be
particularly vulnerable. In the region, land weaves between public and
private, and even the largest expanse of protected land in Adirondack
State Park is interspersed with private plots.151 Unlike the large tracts
of uninterrupted public land within Yellowstone National Park where
wolves were fully protected, the checkerboard pattern in the Northeast
would ensure interactions between wolves, humans, and domesticated
farm animals and pets.152 Inevitable contacts would compound the wolf
identity issue that already ensures contentious litigation.
Moral responsibility requires actors to handle uncertainties, in
cluding legal, in a manner that respects the implications of unknowns
for all affected. Planning should resolve issues that potentially produce
the greatest harms.153 Rarely is all information available at the time of a
complex environmental decision. Sometimes the unknowns are factual,
and controversy persists because information is incomplete or subject
to different interpretations. Many times, however, policy decisions rest
on differently weighted values. When controversy rages, the level of
uncertainty and the nature of attendant risks become ethically crucial.
The animal interests involved are fundamental, or “basic,” in
154
Suffering from trap

See, e.g., Wydeven et al, supra note 37 at 776, 781 (“mosaic of private
lands” in Northeast).
152
See id.; see also Vermont as Montana, in reFleCtions, supra note 31, at
108 (large areas of corporate land ownership in northern New England).
153
See, e.g., Bryan G. Norton, What Do We Owe the Future? How Should
We Decide? [hereinafter Future], in wolVes and human, supra note 39, 213, 220
(discussing precautionary principle favoring lowest risk option in situations of high
risk and great uncertainty and recommending protection of vulnerable species if costs
are “bearable”).
154
paul taylor, respeCt For nature: a theory oF enVironmental ethiCs
151

good for its kind).
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nivores.155 Death is the ultimate risk. Some biologists and philosophers
argue that loss of life does not matter to an animal that does not con
template the future.156 They have debated animals’ interest in continuing
life, independent of avoiding pain and suffering.157 Those who reject an
animal interest in life assume at least tacitly that the desire to live re
quires conscious capacity to anticipate a future, something most humans
have.158 Others claim that interest in living does not imply consciously
valuing, and that animal behavior demonstrates distinct future orienta
tion. Many animals, including social carnivores like wolves, vigorously
defend their lives in attacks and expend energy on defending territory
and young.159 Physiological responses are similar in all mammals un
der threat.160 Behavior and biochemistry invite the inference of common
interests in continuing life even though one cannot presume identical
experiences in humans and nonhumans.161
The weight of evidence makes it ethical to assume that animals
do care about living in its own right, whether or not death causes pain.
Since we can never know for sure what they think and feel, but have
much inferential evidence of behavioral and physiological commonali
ties between them and humans, the burden of proof should fall square
ly on those dismissing death as an animal harm.162 Interest in living

See mCnamee, supra
See also
Fox & Bekoff, supra
emotions to better understand the wolf’s perspective).
156
See, e.g., gary e. Varner, in nature’s interests? interests, animal
rights, and enVironmental ethiCs
see also daVid degrazia,
animal rights: a Very short introduCtion 61 (2002) (animals unable to see
themselves as continuing beings).
157
See, e.g., Aaron Simmons, Do Animals Have an Interest in Continued
Life? In Defense of a Desire-Based Approach, 31 enVtl. ethiCs 375, 376 (2009)
(explaining animals’ enjoyment of life as “dispositional desires”); Clare palmer,
animal ethiCs in ConteXt
158
Simmons, supra
159
See, e.g., mCnamee, supra
coordination and functioning); marC BeKoFF, minding animals: awareness,
emotions, and heart 94 (2002) (need to consider “sociological, economic, political,
and biological aspects”) [hereinafter minding animals
coordination, and communication in pack carnivores).
160
marC BeKoFF, the emotional liVes oF animals,
155

across species, and similar chemistry and neurobiology) [hereinafter emotional liVes].
161
See id. at 12 (absence of emotions not legitimate conclusion from observed
differences in species).
162
See BeKoFF, minding animals, supra note 160, at ix, 92, 119.
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adults.163 Requiring conscious awareness of interests would exclude hu
mans who live in the moment because of impairment or infancy, as well
fends common sense. Even if one is agnostic on animal interests in life,
however, imposing a known risk of death on another being is ethically

of death should be treated as an independent and grievous harm without
clear evidence to the contrary.164 Moving animals to achieve ecological
purposes should be reserved for rare situations where the threat to a
species, population, or system is dire rather than plausible. Restorations
iment! And a glorious one—a superlative symbol of the young science
of restoration ecology.”165
Interestingly, Yellowstone project proponents did not publicly
question whether wolves had an interest in avoiding death. Their ar
gument was far less abstract. Some argued that the wolves’ prospects
of harm and mortality in their new place would be less than in their
Canadian home, where they could be trapped and killed without legal
protection once straying outside the provincial park.166 Some propo
nents noted Alberta’s hostile history with wolves.167 This comparison
was intuitive, although conclusions about relative risks lacked empirical
support. Even supposing that a wolf’s new life would be less threatened
than the old would not bypass ethical concerns.
An analogy to relocating human refugees helps to explain this
oppression, although they sometimes vacate under extreme environ
mate change.168
already, or such harms are imminent and unavoidable. Canadian wolves,
in contrast, do not face nearly inevitable injury or demise; regional pop
Id. at 55.
See id.
of human actions).
165
mCnamee, supra note 60, at 70.
166
See FisCher, supra
Canada toward wolves); mCnamee, supra
and hunting culture in Alberta).
167
mCnamee, supra
163
164

168

refugees.” See, e.g., Kelsey Kofford, Note, An Examination of the Law, Or Lack
Thereof, In Refugee and Displacement Camps, 35 hastings int’l & Comp. l. reV.
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ulations are stable despite lethal human depredations.169 Some refugees
also exit their threatened worlds knowing of terrible conditions in over
crowded refugee camps where food, water and shelter often are scarce
and criminal activities abound.170 They decide, however reluctantly, that
their present situation is intolerable, and that new hardships are pref
erable. If government made this decision for them, even for their own
relocated wolves do not voluntarily accept the risks of restoration. Relo
ed wolves with better lives, since the conceded subject of primary con
servation concern is the species. Project managers try to limit harmful
impacts on particular wolves, but they do this for the sake of establish
ing packs and breeding pairs: “Number Nine and her eight pups consti
tute over 40 percent of the Yellowstone wolf population. This early in
the game, every individual animal is precious.”171 A holistic perspective
does not cancel compassion and respect for dislocated wolves, but it
is important also to extend empathy to the creatures before subjecting
them to foreseeable harm.
Another ethical concern is whether human relations with pred
ators have improved or possibly even deteriorated as a result of the
Western reintroduction. Are future animal persecutions now less likely?
The epilogue reminds us just how fragile public acceptance really was
and how resentments can devolve into vindictiveness. Some Western
states that hosted wolves proclaimed autonomy from federal control and
vigorously sought delisting at the earliest possible time.172 Some state
actors arranged in advance for wolf hunts the moment assessments re
vealed target numbers.173 Some hunters and landowners were itching
169

Alberta, Canada, Wolves in Alberta,
alberta.htm (cyclical historical variations in wolf numbers with policy goal of stable
numbers notwithstanding predator controls).
170
See Kofford, supra
see also Syrian Refugee Camps Slammed by Rain, Cold Making Miserable Conditions
Unbearable, CBS News (Jan. 9, 2013, 7:19 AM),
(describing serious problems with inadequate infrastructure).
mCnamee, supra note 60, at 294.
172
See, e.g., J. William Gibson, The New War on Wolves, l.a. times, (Dec.
2011,)
http://articles.latimes.com/2011/dec/08/opinion/la
171

8,

wolves); William Yardley, Wolves Aren’t Making it Easy for Idaho Hunters, n.y. times,
(Sept. 11, 2009,) http://www.nytimes.com/2009/09/11/us/11wolves.html (discussing
resentment toward federal government for taking away state control).
173
William Yardley, Wolves are Set to Become Fair Game in the West, n.y.
times, (Aug. 31, 2009,) http://www.nytimes.com/2009/08/31/science/earth/31wolves.
html (Idaho hunts arranged in advance of legal resolution with 6,000 licensed hunters
ready).
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to resume wolf killing even illegally, as indicated by expressions like
“shoot, shovel, and shut up.”174 Wyoming state actors even behaved
against their avowed interest by refusing to amend the State “Plan” that
amounted to open season on wolves, even though FWS initially refused
175

Wolves are now hunted in many Western areas.176 Recently
humans killed seven collared descendants of the original Yellowstone
packs, cutting short opportunities for monitoring and study.177 If increas
ing human tolerance ever was a goal of restoration,178 favorable national
opinion toward wolves overall is encouraging. If eradicating hatred of
wolves was a goal, cultural venom still haunts these creatures despite
their iconic and almost mystical stature in other quarters.
It is stingy not to bask in the magic of western wolf return. At
the same time, the question looms whether it was all worth the costs
and adversity, and especially the ongoing animal suffering: “Have we
brought wolves back for the sole purpose of hunting them down?”179
From the perspective of enhanced knowledge and hindsight, should we
try to replicate this tale in the Northeast with different narrative twists,

iV. ethical analysis of wolf restoration rationales
a. Common Rationales and their Critique
Having compared the ethical particulars of two wolf restoration
cases, one historical and one prospective, it is time to tackle overall
Northeastern restorations share important ethical rationales. In this sec
Kim Murphy, Taking Aim at the Endangered Species Act, wash. post,
Nov. 14, 2010, at Main A Section.
175
See Ken Cole, Peer Review Concludes Gray Wolf Management Plan
, The Wildlife News, (Jan. 12, 2012,) http://www.thewildlifenews.
com/2012/01/12/peer
174

unregulated killing).
176
See Dutcher et al., supra note 9 (federal control lifted in six Western states
of Michigan, Minnesota, Wisconsin, Idaho, Wyoming, and Montana with sport killing
underway in all but Michigan).
177
Virginia Morell, Yellowstone Park Research Wolves Killed by Hunters,
sCi. insider, (Nov. 26, 2012,) http://news.sciencemag.org/scienceinsider/2012/11/
(seven radio collared wolves killed outside
park, impairing future research and raising questions about whether killings were
intentional).
178
See 76 Fed. Reg. 26086, supra note 45 (discussing importance of public
tolerance for wolves).
179
Dutcher et al., supra note 9, at 2.
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tion I shall describe these and assess their merits. I begin with ecologi
cal rationales because these are the essence of conservation programs.
Ecological arguments have ethical underpinnings in privileging holistic
values. The Yellowstone Northeastern wolf restorations share ecologi
cal rationales. I will not repeat these but highlight additional points that
raise ethical questions.
b. Ethics of the Arguments from Ecology
i. What’s wrong with coyotes?
Supplying the “top predator” missing from a largely wild en
vironment is the key ecological rationale for both Yellowstone and
Northeast restoration, and indeed predator reintroductions generally.180
toration West, hunting very large ungulates like elk.181 Although coyotes
have evolved as thriving top predators in the Northeast, wolves would
be more effective in bringing down very large moose and caribou that
constituted their historical prey.182 By interbreeding with wolves, north
istics such as cooperative hunting in packs.183 Yet biologists think that
tions on moose, the largest available prey, are rare and only sporadically
successful.184 Some commentators also claim that wolves have greater
capacity than coyotes to keep beaver numbers in check.185 Whether dif
wolf reintroduction in the Northeast is an ethical question, given the
evolved ecology of the region. Given remarkable resourcefulness and
See, e.g., McKibben, supra note 31, at 11 (discussing question whether a
system has something biologically missing); see also Nina Fascione and Stephen R.
Kendrot, Facilitating Citizen Participation in Adirondack Wolf Recovery, in wolVes
and human, supra note 39 (wolf as missing top predator from Adirondacks).
181
See, e.g., Reintroduction Changes Ecosystem, yellowstoneparK.
Com
(June 21, 2011),
180

ecosystem/.
See Nina Fascione, Canis soupus: Eastern Wolf Genetics and Its
Implications for Wolf Recovery in the Northeastern United States [hereinafter Canis
soupus],18 endangered speCies update
before European arrival suggesting historical presence of larger gray wolf).
183
Id. at 6.
184
See, e.g., Theberge, supra note 86, at 58 (discussing lower success of
coyotes in depredating on moose and beavers); Fascione, Canis soupus, supra note
182, at 6.
185
Fascione, Canis soupus, supra note 182, at 6.
182
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ecological objectives more effectively and swiftly than anticipated.
Moreover, moose populations are now markedly declining in Vermont
and New Hampshire, in part because of debilitating winter tick infes
tations, so predator control could result in further decline.186 It is not
possible to predict accurately the synergistic effects of predator compe
tition and restoration more generally,187 so restraint in tampering with
established systems is sound when the problem is not that a predator is
missing altogether.
precipitate predator competition that would result in mortality and other
suffering.188 It is likely that the larger wolves would eliminate many
coyotes, as they have done in Yellowstone,189 with less than predictable
results for the Northeastern ecosystem overall. Is it ethical to bring an
imals into the region knowing that this struggle will occur, and even
stimulating it? The ecological reasons for preferring wolves over coy
established creature, and the Eastern coyote’s progress as predator, as
well as moose decline, cast doubt on the ecological advantages.
From a genetic viewpoint, another ethical issue is whether new
wolves and coyotes would interbreed and produce animals even more
190
Already biologists are concerned
about “gene swamping” as a result of coyote and wolf interbreeding,
which is problematic in reducing genetic diversity.191 Arranging great
er contact among the animals might accelerate that dilution and defeat
biodiversity reasons for wolf reintroduction. The value to biodiversity
of maintaining relatively “pure” genetic species is understandable,192 al
though some possible adaptive advantages of hybridism should be ex
amined more thoroughly.
Those charged with decisions on Northeastern wildlife should
consider the ethics of lauding the wolf while denigrating the coyote.
Coyotes tend to be maligned creatures closer to pests than the majestic
See, e.g., Vermont Steps up Moose Monitoring, Vermont puBliC radio,
(Oct. 18, 2013); Moose
Die-Off Alarms Scientists, n.y. times, http://nytimes.com/2013/10/15/science/earth/
(Oct. 14, 2013).
187
See generally, Rolf O. Peterson, Wolves as Top Carnivores, in wolVes
and human Communities: Biology, politiCs, and ethiCs
Island Press 2001) (describing how contextual complexities preclude predictability).
188
See minding animals: awareness, emotions, and heart, 187, 191 (Ox.
Univ. Press 2002) (discussing disruptions of many animals in restoration).
189
Id. at 191 (describing wolves killing many coyotes in Yellowstone).
190
See Theberge, supra
191
Id. at 501.
192
See dayton o. hyde, don Coyote
(acknowledging loss of wolf with greater systemic value).
186
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predators they resemble.193 The states freely allow coyote killing, some
times even at night.194 Conduct and attitudes toward coyotes harken the
human historical relationship to wolves that resulted in their national
demise. While “speciesism” typically applies to judgments of human
superiority over other animals, the idea can also apply to evaluations of
nonhuman animals relative to each other.195 American attitudes about
wolves were once overwhelmingly negative, to the point that humans
eradicated the creature from their midst. Then wolves became heroes of
the wild environment to some. Dramatic swings in perspectives suggest
cultural capriciousness. This volatility should cause people to reevalu
ate their attitudes toward maligned animals like coyotes to avoid repeat
ing moral mistakes.
ii. Whom to bring back: An ethical interlude
The current controversy over historical wolf identity may be
ethically serendipitous, especially now that FWS appears intent on del
isting gray wolves nationally.196 It provides time to revisit the 1992 FWS
Restoration Plan and opportunity to reevaluate how to make restoration
and Northern New England as suitable habitat for Canadian wolves, the
Plan concerned a subspecies of gray wolves (Canis lupus) that would
be listed as “endangered” in the region.197 Not all biologists accept the
animal of the Northeastern past was actually a hybrid of gray wolves
and coyote.198 The boundaries of a species are elastic and dynamic.199

Id.
worthless varmints).
194
See Catherine reid, Coyote: seeKing the hunter in our midst,
(Mariner Books 2005) (2004) (describing liberal hunting of coyotes in Northeast and
night hunting with lights in New Hampshire during part of year).
195
See wild JustiCe, supra
judgments about animals as higher and lower).
196
See 78 Fed. Reg. 35,664, supra note 50, at 35,665.
197
See reCoVery plan, supra
198
See Bridgett M. von Holdt, A Genome-Wide Perspective on the
Evolutionary History of Enigmatic Wolf-Like Canids, 21 genome researCh 1294,
1294 (2011) available at http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3149496/.
199
See Francis H. Herrick, The Individual vs. the Species in Behavior
Studies, 356 THE AUK.
see also 78 Fed.
Reg. 35,664, supra
193
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Preliminary biological assessment suggests favorable status of
Canis lycaon,200 the separate species FWS now claims historically oc
cupied the northeastern region, but FWS concedes that complete bio
logical assessment might justify future protection.201 If FWS persists in
wolves migrating south on their own, at least until biological assess
Canis lycaon under
the ESA, the Northeastern wolf reintroduction project will die. To go
cial and other assistance from the federal government, a highly unlikely
prospect given other State priorities and the huge cost of reintroduction.
While protection rather than restoration might be the most ethical reso
lution, that conclusion should follow thorough assessment.
Another questionable position that makes Northeastern wolf re
introduction look unpromising is the FWS interpretation of “range” un
der the ESA. Since the President George W. Bush administration, FWS
restricts the concept to “current range.”202 This interpretation precludes
protection of absent species, such as populations of either Canis lupus
or Canis lycaon in the Northeast since no wolf populations inhabit the
area. This notion of “range” as “current” begs in advance the central
question whether a missing animal should be restored. It effectively en
sures that an eradicated species will not return by human hands. If “cur
rent range” had been the historical standard, gray wolves would never
have been returned to Yellowstone, from which they were missing.
On the other hand, the ESA idea of restoring animals to a former
range also raises ethical questions because it does not account for the dy
namic character of any species.203 It might be impossible to prove which
animal inhabited an area in the past because the species has changed
See Thiel & Wydeven, supra
assessment does not imply FWS acceptance).
201
78 Fed. Reg. 35,6644, supra note 50, at 35,717.
202
See
200

present tense in ESA to restrict “range” to area currently occupied by species being
evaluated for listing); see also Letter from Leda Huta, Exec. Dir., Endangered Species
Dept. of Commerce (Feb. 19, 2013), available at http://www.biologicaldiversity.

historic range”).
203
See morrison, supra
measures); see also 76 Fed. Reg at 76,993 (defending agency interpretation of
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204

time from which to identify historical range is inevitably arbitrary. More
importantly, the animal that currently would most complement a region
ecologically might be very different from the historical species because
biotic and abiotic conditions have changed.205 Selecting the best can
didate for relocation might not best be grounded in history. For exam
ple, one commentator has suggested that the Laurentides Canadian wolf
might be better for the Northeast than the most probable historical wolf
206

Meanwhile, further coyote adaptations might enhance the pred
atory effectiveness of that animal, which would render reintroduction
of a competitor predator unnecessary. Moose numbers might continue
to decline. Resourceful wolves might also travel south on their own
Liberally resumed hunting suggests that some wolf prejudices might
be less tractable than the animal’s newer iconic stature hinted. Whether
Western wolves will endure in viable populations remains to be seen.
For all of these reasons, a cautious interlude is not a bad development
for wolves in the Northeast.
c. The Ethics of Recovery as a Rationale
The overarching conservation goal of restoring an animal is spe
cies recovery in the target region and ESA delisting because that species
no longer requires protection.207 These goals invite ethical examination
because of predictable real world consequences of achievement. A cen
tral question is what counts as recovery and species stability.208
Warranted delisting of the gray wolf would be a triumph but
may be premature for western wolves, as many argue. Speculative

204
205

See morrison, supra
See Fascione, supra note 182, at 5; see also morrison, supra note 62, at

15, 22, 85.
206
207

Fascione, supra note 182, at 5.
See 78 Fed. Reg. 35,664, supra note 50, at 2035673 (describing

See Center for Biological Diversity, Comments, 76 Fed. Reg. 26,086
(proposed May 5, 2011) (questioning FWS policy of limiting protection to small
areas of historical range as not conserving ecosytems); see also Defenders of Wildlife,
Comments, 76 Fed. Reg. 26086 (proposed May 5, 2011) (questioning effectiveness of
FWS Proposal in restoring ecological role of wolf as keystone species). available at
208

.
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oversight under the ESA. Without successful species restoration in the
West, no animals would exist to hunt, so the existential status of western
wolves has improved. Squeamishness about the ethics of a legal regime
that brings animals back only to kill them later is nevertheless hard to
shake, especially when the imperiled animals are “experimental” and
subject to killing even before recovery is debatable.
One might argue that the hunting and culling that follow pred
ator reintroduction is not unethical even from the individual animal’s
standpoint. The culled individuals could not ethically complain, so the
argument would go, since those animals (the descendants of reintro
duced ancestors) would not even exist to be hunted without successful
species restoration. One could reason that a life cut short is preferable
to no existence at all, unless that life is completely intolerable.209 Yet
animal interest in an opportunity to live is different from the interests in
length and quality of life. A wolf hunted down loses chances for future
wolf experiences.
d. Preserving the Wildness of Places
Another rationale for returning wolves to their historical home
lands is that wolves keep or make a place wild.210 Restoration success
the animals’ lives,211 limiting animal autonomy. With intervention comes
greater responsibility for welfare than humans would have for the same
animals left in the wild to their own pursuits, even animals exposed
to dangerous Canadian trapping and hunting cultures. Strict polarity
between wild and “domesticated” animals that depend on humans for
212
The duality assumes obliga
tions to care only for “domesticated” beings under full human control.
209

reasonably complain about the legacy of the past unless her life was of such poor
quality to be not worth living. See dereK parFit, reasons and persons,
to humans).
See, e.g., McKibben, supra
with natural environment has the potential to change human centeredness before it is
too late).
211
See L. David Mech, Wolf Restoration in the Adirondacks: The Advantages
and Disadvantages of Public Participation in the Decision, in wolVes and human,
supra note 39, at 13, 20 (arguing that wolf restoration demandings ongoing management
of populations); see also morrison, supra note 62, at 186, 188, 298 (describing the
importance of long term study and adaptive management).
212
See palmer, supra
210

animals).
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Control is certainly a condition that creates and enhances ethical obliga
tions.213 On a continuum, reintroduced wolves move closer to domesti
cated creatures that depend entirely on humans for their survival, at least
and monitored. Once animals are released to pursue daily needs in the
wild, enhanced human responsibility for the animals’ welfare wanes
somewhat but rises again with ongoing surveillance and resumed inter
vention. In Yellowstone, for example, a pregnant wolf hastily prepared
an exposed den, and project managers moved her and the pups back into
214
After months of monitoring,
trapping, moving, penning, and killings of wolves who killed livestock,
Mike Phillips, wildlife biologist and leader of the Canadian removal
process,215
216

Intense oversight might also damage the wildness dimension of
wolf integrity. Something “wild” is largely free of human control and
able to carry out the activities suited to its nature relatively unimped
ed.217 Restorations eventually release relocated animals to hunt, mate,
and breed on their own in territories they newly and autonomously es
tablish. Thus the ideal of wildness paradoxically infuses the activist in
trusions that belie it. A central ethical question is whether the prospect
such meddling destroys the very wildness it purports to promote. The
wolves removed from Canada were already wild, so Yellowstone proj
logical nature. Instead their wildness waned, at least temporarily.
Many who oppose wolf reintroduction into the Northeast do not
seem to mind the return of wolves on their own, and some say they
would welcome that event.218 To them, the genesis of the animals’ pres
ence matters. This may not seem rational since the inconvenience of
predators in proximity to humans would be similar regardless of wheth
er the wolves arrived unassisted or as human deposits. Indeed, wolves
213 See id. at 67 (using examples of typically “wild” animals in captivity
who depend on humans for care).
214
See MCnamee, supra
female alpha wolf from den back into captivity).
215
Id
216
Id at 320.
217
See Holly Doremus, Restoring Endangered Species: The Importance of
Being Wild, 23 harV. enVtl. l. reV. 1, 13 (1999) (discussing wild beings largely
outside of human contact and control).
218
See, e.g.,
, supra note 54, at 135,
143 (Virginia A. Sharpe et al, EDS. 2001) (discussing preference even among some
environmentalists for natural return).
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returning naturally to the Northeast might represent a greater threat to
human interests if it turns out that they are a separate species that must
be protected as endangered or threatened.
Some environmental philosophers defend attention to origin as
Faking Nature: The Ethics of Environmental Restoration, Robert Elliot
of a painting matters to its value.219 He argued that the wildness and
naturalness of a place are among the multiple factors that add to its val
ue.220 He maintained that a restored environment, no matter how beau
tiful or ecologically sound, lacks some value of the place on its own,
in part because of the interruption in continuity with the past, which is
never regained once lost.221 Elliot conceded that not all “natural” things
are superior to artifacts, acknowledging that natural forces like volca
222
Nor did he claim
that all restoration is wrong, or that human tampering with nature al
ways worsens conditions. He admitted that, “A natural state of affairs
may, although not often, have negative intrinsic value overall, and in
widespread misery.”223 He also conceded that the line between “natural”
place on earth.224 Nor did he separate humans from the natural world,
although he insisted on the common sense idea that humans “have par
ture, and technology.225
tinctions between the human and natural, perhaps none more provocative
than William Cronon’s essay, “The Trouble with Wilderness.”226 Cronon
considers wilderness a dynamic cultural construct that, in America, has
roots in largely masculine frontier mythologies about individual renew
227

importance of wild experiences in “learning to remember and acknowl
roBert elliot, the ethiCs oF enVironmental restoration
(arguing that copies reduce value based on their origin even if they are not valueless).
220
See id.
221
Id. at 88, 91, 93.
222
Id. at 82, 133.
223
Id. at 142.
224
Id.
225
Id. at 128.
226
William Cronon, The Trouble with Wilderness; or, Getting Back to the
Wrong Nature, in unCommon ground: rethinKing the human plaCe in nature
(William Cronon ed. 1996).
227
Id.
219
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edge the autonomy of the other,”228
ism that sets human beings outside of nature.”229 He expresses ethical
concern about distancing that permits people to evade responsibilities
toward the everyday natural world..230 In honoring pristine wilderness
set apart, Cronon urges us not to forget that the middle nature we use
and inhabit also “depends on our management and care.”231
thesis about the inferiority of places infected by human interventions.
stark, but matters of degree,232 he insists that human restorations are
meaningfully outside of nature and usually defective relative to natural
change.233 The tension between the two sets of ideas may offer guidance
on Northeastern wolf restoration. Elliot’s thoughts incline toward re
straint, while Cronon’s could support more interventionist policy. Like
most important words, for example, “love,” “family,” or “beauty,” the
words “nature” and “natural” do not have singular meanings. Their rich
ness reveals values both shared and diverse. On one level, everything
that happens is natural, including human inventions and uses of tech
nology to remake the environment, because humans have evolved with
rational capacities and a transformative approach to their world perhaps
to a greater degree than other living beings.234
tion between the natural and human on other levels of understanding,
however. Many people understand that human manipulations of the
environment have been unprecedented, and that this intrusiveness has
altered ecosystem services, biodiversity, 235 and even abiotic forces like
climate, threatening humans and their progeny as well as other living
human conduct even as we perceive ourselves as belonging to a contin
228
229
230
231
232
233

Id. at 89.
Id. at 81.
Id. at 87.
Id. at 89.
elliot, supra
See id. at 128 (culture, technology, and rational thinking transcending

nature).
See id. at 117, 119.
See, e.g., leopold, supra note 16, at 255 (human changes different from
evolutionary with complex and unanticipated effects); see also Bryan Norton, Robert
, The Evolution of Preferences: Why “Sovereign”
Preferences May Not Lead to Sustainable Policies and What to Do about It, in
searChing For sustainaBility: interdisCiplinary essays in the philosophy oF
ConserVation Biology 249, 249 (Bryan G. Norton ed., 2003) (increasing impacts on
environment through economic activity); see also J. Baird CalliCott, in deFense,
supra
see also taylor, supra note
234
235
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uous stream of natural processes. We need antagonistic senses of “natu
ral” both encompassing humans and opposed to humans. Both ideas are
ethically necessary if we are to judge ourselves and amend our relation
ship to the world.
return on their own initiative. For them, a “managed” wolf would be a
mere replica and artifact, and a place with relocated wolves somewhat
like a museum. Valuing natural predator return is to value wildness. As
Elliot points out, understanding something of evolution, ecology, and
natural history enhances aesthetic valuation of nature.236 For many, one
environmental virtue is restraint, not ambitious recreation of conditions
we have eradicated. Activist management may be a contemporary twist
on the arrogant perspective that led to the environmental exploitation
many restorations share the moral defects of arrogance, dominance, and
237

Objectors could reply that intervention is necessary because of
damage that should be mitigated, and that we are now condemned to
active stewardship. This point is consistent with constraint, however. An
ethical dimension of stewardship is wisdom about when and how much
to intervene. We are forced to make relative and somewhat arbitrary
judgments about such boundary questions, but this does not render ev
to draw lines we should not cross.
A related objection might be that restoring ecological health re
that includes animals but also abiotic and biological features of the eco
system. On this view, predator restoration unleashes natural forces that
improve compromised systems and places.238 Despite initial intrusions,
time injects greater wildness once wolves become indifferent to human
presence in their new place. As packs change in composition and wolves
struggle to survive and live out species potential belies human control.
The effects even begin to replicate earlier, more “natural” conditions,
such as renewal of vegetation and bird life in Yellowstone when wolves
236

elliot, supra note 219 at 95 (aesthetic appreciation beyond prettiness or

novelty).
, The Big Lie: Human Restoration of Nature, in enVironmental
ethiCs: an anthology 392, 396 (Andrew Light & Holmes Rolston III eds., 2003)
(“arrogance” and “domination”) [hereinafter anthology].
238
See, e.g., Ernest Partridge, The Tonic of Wildness, in wolVes and human,
supra note 39, at 199 (introducing wolves into Adirondacks enhancing wildness).
237
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drove away ungulate browsers.239 Wildness means permeable bound
aries, an objector would conclude. The porous and dynamic nature of
the wolves’ new existence recreates them as ‘wild.’ Elliot’s points are
partly consistent with these insights. He is not denying that restorations
can be positive, or even that we might sometimes be morally wise to
intervene.240 Rather, his point is that something is lost notwithstanding
positive gains.241 Even if one accepts that humans are part of nature,
that management is needed in a given context, it is hard to deny some
shared sense of loss when humans engineer environments.
nomy and wildness in wolves themselves, who are unwilling guests at
human celebrations of environmental triumph. That they are only guests
is evident in the prospect of death to a reintroduced wolf daring to prey
on livestock, and from the resumption of hunting in the West as a mea
sure of species health. Of course, we have no evidence that loss of wild
ness matters to the wolves, so perhaps the idea of wolf integrity makes
no biological sense. As far as we know, wolves do not conceive them
immersion and frequent joy in living out their nature.242 Lest the reader
Wolf: The Ecology and Behavior of an Endangered Species, describes
the extraordinary variety of wolf postures, odors, facial expressions, and
sounds that express wolf “feelings.”243 To illustrate, Mech, a foremost
wolf ecologist, documents and diagrams no less than eight facial expres
sions and eleven tail positions that communicate information about an
animal’s varied moods.244
that wolves use to “talk” emotionally and intimately to companions.245
To disregard such richness in communicative behavior is less “scientif
ic” than inferring that the creature is an emotional and complex being
with attachments and cares.

ten years oF yellowstone, supra
cascade” of indirect effects on entire ecosystem).
240
elliot, supra
241
Id.
242
See minding animals, supra note 159, at 112 (describing the observable
enjoyment of social carnivore paly and associated neurochemical changes in regions
of the brain).
243
L. daVid meCh, the wolF: the eCology and BehaVior oF an endangered
speCies
244
Id.
245
Id. at 95.
239
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Captured and released wolves probably do not consciously re
intervene once again in their lives to protect or manage them. Yet they
may be aware of the extent of human scrutiny once they hunt, roam their
territory, and reproduce. Experience with wolves suggests that these in
telligent creatures are very sensitive to human presence and adapt to it
to some degree. When Lewis and Clark followed the Missouri River in
the early 1800s, Lewis recorded “vast assemblages” of howling wolves
close by, who showed no fear of humans.246 Wolves later learned to avoid
247
and still later traps.248 We do not know how sensitive the an
imals are to human disturbances, although the American history of hu
man and wolf interactions suggests that the animals change their behav
ior in response to contacts. Those making restoration decisions should
assume that interventions into the lives of wolves will affect them, and
deliberations should include empathetic attention to the wolf’s perspec
tive as indicated in behavior and studies of brain responses.
A skeptic might pause at the idea of adopting animals’ perspec
pathy is a way of knowing.249 It involves placing oneself imaginatively
in the position of the other to understand the other’s point of view.250
Empathy is an important moral capacity because it enables appreciation
of varying perspectives and penetrates perceptual boundaries. People
can improve skills of empathy through patient efforts to listen, attend,
imagine, and reason by analogy.251 Yet we can never know whether we
are projecting our own emotions and attitudes upon others and deluding
ourselves about true understanding.252
If error can infect empathy toward other humans, it surely can
Is the
bridge between species simply too large and prone to error? Ethologists
253

human and especially mammalian behavior.254 Once off limits, ethol
hampton, supra note 100, at 83.
Id. at 85.
248
Id.
249
See, e.g., Lynne N. Henderson, Legality and Empathy, 85 miCh. l. reV.
1574, 1579 (1987).
250
Id.
251
See id. at 1580, 1584, 1586 (discussing ways to guide empathy).
252
See id. at 1580, 1586 (empathetic understanding can be wrong and
incomplete).
253
Id. at 1584.
254
See, e.g., Jane Goodall, Forward, in minding animals, supra note 159,
246
247
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and cognitive lives, and that they take joy, love, and pain in moments
similar to humans.255 Neurobiology corroborates this conclusion in the
mals.256
although dissimilarities between species concededly risk greater error
and even across
species,
moral lives.259 These discoveries make empathy important to under
standing animals, provided one remains open to revising conclusions.
Ethical empathy is a skill acquired through disciplined exercise of moral
imagination and reasoning. If we were sure about the mental lives of
others empathy would not even be necessary.
So what does empathy for reintroduced wolves (not to mention
257

258

conservation planners consider the impacts of relocation on the animals
the captured animals,260 and animals who encounter the newcomers in
their new place.261 This means imagining oneself as the subject of forc
ible change and adjusting to foreign conditions to glimpse the animals’
experiences.
In his book, The Return of the Wolf To Yellowstone, Thomas
McNamee places the reader in the emotional situation of the Alberta
wolves in the capture through release stages of reintroduction. He does

marC BeKoFF, animal passions

BeKoFF, animal passions at 23,
see also dale Jamieson, morality’s
progress: essays on humans, other animals, and the rest oF nature 90 (2002)
(cognitive ethology as explaining animal behavior through cognition and emotions).
255
See Goodall, supra
animals as having emotional lives). Jamieson, supra note 254, at 71, 90 (describing
development of ethology and contrasting behaviorist view); see also wild JustiCe,
supra
256
See BeKoFF, animal passions, supra
(discussing aspects of neuroscience and emotional links).
257
See, e.g., BeKoFF, animal passions, supra
and monkeys refusing to take food that would result in shock to another).
258
Id.
259
wild JustiCe, supra
to infer that some animals have moral capacities).
260
See Fox & Bekoff, supra
restoration from all perspectives); see also minding animals, supra note 159, at 187
minding animals, supra note 159, at 187 (examining effects on smaller
animals like coyotes, foxes, birds, and others).
261
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not shun emotional descriptions like “terror,” 262 “dread,”263 and “de
spair,”264 that enhance understanding of the animals’ perspectives. He
draws on wolf biology and behavior and describes the physical reac
tions of the animals in such detail that the reader imagines herself pres
ent. Such imaginative stimulation of empathy serves ethical purposes
and should be a deliberate part of assessing the merits of restorations
from planning through monitoring. This engagement should not sup
plant the holistic dimensions of reintroduction or the ecological values
of conservation. It is rather a reminder not to overlook a less evident
ethical perspective, that of animals themselves.
est and understanding, but this is not merely a device to engage readers.
According to ethologist Marc Bekoff, humans must use the language
world.265
directing future observation and research.266 According to Bekoff, “the
plural of anecdote is data.”267
themselves from animal suffering by refusing to name study animals,268
introduced wolves.269 Bekoff advocates naming to remind researchers
that individuals, with hearts, minds, and feelings, will suffer the conse
quences of the human enterprise at stake.270 He notes the association in
areas of Africa between naming and accepting responsibility for some
one.271 This route to enhance ethical sensibilities makes sense for ani
ties. If naming restrains scientists and handlers from treating individuals
as insensible commodities, then it is better for the creatures.
Project operators named the packs reintroduced into Yellowstone
by the target location of release, and they numbered individuals within
each pack.272
however, noting idiosyncratic behavior and roles, or grieving harmed
and dead individuals.273 Much to the credit of the Yellowstone humans,
mCnamee, supra note 20, at 65, 76, 269, 291.
Id. at 269.
264
Id. at 291.
265
minding animals, supra note 159, at 48.
266
Id. at 47.
267
Id.
268
BeKoFF, animal passions, supra note 254, at 248.
269
marC BeKoFF, the animal maniFesto 110 (2010).
270
Id. at 109.
271
Id.
272
See mCnamee, supra
Creek, Rose Creek, Soda Butte packs).
273
See id.
wolves by project managers).
262
263
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such responses demonstrated respect for wolves as individuals as well
as members of species. Managers were right to avoid naming the wild
animals since an ethical issue in this context is diminishing wildness.
Since project actors showed compassion toward creatures with numbers
but without names, I conclude that naming is not ethically important
to wildlife restorations. Naming wild beings might relegate animals to
actors in a human drama.
e. Ethical Pluralism: Reconciling Conservation
and Animal Welfare Goals
Some have defended wolf restoration as demonstrating that con
servation interests are compatible with animal welfare with a plural
istic approach. To appreciate this claim, it is important to understand
how traditional ethical theories diverge and how they might apply in
are variously taken to be units of pleasure and pain, preferences, and
interests or welfare,274 rather than the subjects of those experiences.275
An individual’s “rights” are derivative concerns, and most utilitarian
philosophers avoid rights language.276
good of an individual, that individual’s interests must yield.277 Philoso
phers have applied utilitarian thinking to animal individuals as well as
278

Conservation biologists, ecologists, and environmentalists gen
itarian thought that considers the aggregated interests of individuals,

See John Stuart Mill, Utilitarianism, in essential worKs oF John stuart
mill
peter
singer, animal liBeration
welfare of beings with good of their own who can suffer).
275
See, e.g., Tom Regan, The Case for Animal Rights, in the animal
ethiCs reader
experiences count more than the subject having the experiences).
276
But see peter singer, A Response, in singer and his CritiCs (Dale
Jamieson ed., 1999) 269, 292 (discussing rhetorical use of rights language in Animal
Liberation as consistent with political discourse and appealing to wide audience).
277
See Mill, supra note 274, at 199, 204 (counting general happiness more
than individual).
278
See singer, supra
moral consideration, not membership in a particular species).
274
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and systems.279 Thus, environmentalist reasoning can be utilitarian in
measuring morality in terms of results or consequences, but differs from
traditional utilitarianism in promoting the aggregate interests of wholes
over the accumulated interests of individuals.280 Thus, conservation
ethics could justify killing a population of animals if pressures on the
system, including vegetation, soils, species, and water, are too great.281
tation, encapsulated in Tom Regan’s phrase “environmental fascism.”282
Hyperbole aside, holistic conservation goals predominate over individ
ual interests in the wolf restoration context. The interests of animals re
moved, left behind in the source location, and in those in the relocation
site, like coyotes, who must compete for survival, are secondary to more
abstract wholes like ecosystems.
Philosophers in the deontological tradition like Tom Regan
might argue that holistic goals violate the rights, interests, or dignity
of individual animals that possess inherent value.283 One could extend
a formulation of Immanuel Kant’s Categorical Imperative to individual
animals: “[s]o act as to treat humanity, whether in thine own person or
only.”284 Although Kant applied the Imperative only to humans with ra
tional capacities who can follow moral laws out of duty,285 one might
of growing ethological information on the rich intellectual, emotional,
286
On that foundation, one
might argue presumptively against environmental programs that favor
287

See, e.g., CalliCott, in deFense, supra
independent ethical concern for ecological systems and relations); see also Varner,
supra
but rejecting independent value of wholes as subjects of direct moral consideration);
see also morrison, supra note 62, at 17 (conservation biologist describing “ultimate
279

Id.
See, e.g., CalliCott, in deFense, supra
killing of animals to preserve vegetation); see also Varner, supra
280
281

282
283
284
285
286
287

tom regan, the Case For animal rights 362 (1983).
Id.
See Kant, supra note 131, at 46.
Id.
See, e.g., minding animals, supra
Whether or not one applies the language of rights to those animals is not

the interests of individuals as secondary.
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ical position. Although one could speak of ‘rights’ of species or ecosys
tems, as Aldo Leopold did when he considered the land’s “right to con
tinued existence” and the attitude of “respect for community as such,”288
alone abstractions like systems or species.289 Scientists have long rec
290

Harder it still is to identify parameters of biotic systems because of dy
namic, overlapping, and interacting ecological conditions.291 Even if
idea of group welfare is challenging given the diverse needs and con
ditions of group members or components.292 Discussing the rights and
interests of collectives inevitably involves abstractions and may have
A conservationist could claim that overall goods are the essence
of environmental thinking, and inherent value and rights are beside the
point in this context.293 This move would not mean rejecting deonto
logical approaches in other ethical contexts, such as human rights and
domestic animal welfare. The conservationist perspective simply ad
dresses different contextual concerns. The conservationist might accept
individual rights or utilitarian interests of sentient individuals who ex
perience pain and pleasure, as Tom Regan and Peter Singer have argued
respectively,294 illuminating ethical issues in using animals in scientif
ic research or farming.295 About such concerns, Alice Advocate, would
288
289

leopold, supra note 16, at 240.
See, e.g., Herrick, supra
see also 78 Fed. Reg. 36, 664,

Id.
See morrison, supra
ecological ‘community’).
292
Id.
290
291

See, e.g., CalliCott, in deFense, supra note 22, at 18 (environmental
and animal welfare ethics may not be “companionable, complementary, or mutually
consistent”).
294
See regan, supra
293

beliefs, desires, perceptions, memories, emotions, and sense of a future as well as the
experiences of pleasure and pain); see also singer, supra
argument for equal consideration of interests based on sentience).
295
See Tom Regan, The Radical Egalitarian Case for Animal Rights,
in readings in theory, supra
singer,
supra
farming).
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have much to say at the conservation conference. Those perspectives
apply less well, if at all, to wild animals and issues like restoration, the
environmentalist might counter. Although high functioning wild carni
vores like wolves are sentient beings, an individualist perspective is not
apt in conservation matters, Carol Conservationist would conclude. This
can address all types of ethical questions.
Ethicists like Peter Pluralist would endorse this position. A the
oretical ethical pluralist rejects the idea that morality is reducible to one
approach or set of principles.296 Critical of environmental ethics as a
297

They

phers, to the detriment of environmental policy.298
Many environmental ethicists of late have adopted a pragmatic as
well as pluralistic view. Some see a consensus emerging on environmen
tal policy informed by science.299 They contend that it is not necessary to
resolve foundational differences because much of the time environmen
talists can agree on worthy ends and simply bypass deeper theoretical
questions.300 Practical pluralism is attractive when it allows people of var
ied persuasions to converse and accomplish objectives under conditions
of urgency. The view seductively promises more effective activism.
Has practical pluralism worked in wildlife restoration deci
introduction is a triumph of practical pluralism in policy. Divergent coali
tions ultimately compromised to move the experiment forward,301 which
See Kelly A. Parker, Pragmatism and Environmental Thought, in
enVironmental pragmatism,
single theory applies across all situations). See also norton, supra
(no single set of principles resolving all moral problems).
297
See Christopher Stone,
Courts and Congress in Shaping U.S. Environmental Policies, 37 u.C. daVis l. reV.
296

see also norton, supra
shared policy goals despite foundational disagreements).
298
Id.
299
See norton, supra
300
Id.
301
For example, the compensation fund that Defenders of Wildlife raised
helped to assure ranchers that they would be somewhat protected from livestock losses.
See, e.g., mCnamee, supra note 60, at 50. On the other hand, many environmentalists
reluctantly accepted ‘experimental’ status of reintroduced wolves under section 10(j)
of the ESA, which would allow ranchers and others to kill wolves in the event of
depredations, as a compromise to move the reintroduction forward. See, e.g., id. at 45.
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worked from an ecological perspective. They accommodated legitimate
interests of ranchers with the assistance of Defenders of Wildlife, the or
302

Yellowstone representatives extensively consulted diverse constituents
about many facets of the restoration program.303 When States and federal
Northeast, various “stakeholders” also collaborated.304 In New York, peo
composed of divergent representatives to discuss the risks and strengths
of regional wolf reintroduction and oversee feasibility studies.305 These
techniques, along with extensive ecological studies of the region, are ex
amples of pragmatic pluralism on the front lines.
Despite commendable aspirations, however, restoration propo
nents did not apply a genuinely pluralistic perspective in either Yellow
stone or the Northeast so far. To be comprehensively pluralistic, they
would need to consider all interests, including those of individual ani
mals being removed, left behind, and exposed to new predators. A prom
ise of practical pluralism is to bypass such issues as better suited to a
different ethical framework, typically animal welfare or rights. Yet this
diminishes even the pragmatic appeal of pluralism. The problem with
the “different context, different perspective view” is that proponents se
lect manageable ethical issues in advance, which skews the result. This
commits the logical fallacy of “begging the question,” or assuming in
circular fashion what one is trying to prove.
An important method of practical ethics is to identify all eth
ically relevant factors of a case. Imagining an example from applied
professional ethics, one could not determine whether a physician should
report a colleague for substance abuse without considering the hospital
and professional “culture” within which the professionals operate. If

vironmental ethics, bracketing relevant issues at the outset distorts the
conclusions. Selectively ignoring foundational issues might facilitate a
decision, but the resulting policy would not be ethically sound.
lating the holistic biases of conservation biology from the very ethical
Id. See mCnamee, supra note 60, at 50.
Id.
Ed Bangs, to educate the public and solicit input).
304
See Fascione & Kendrot, supra
facilitating meaningful community participation).
305
Id. at 55.
302
303
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critique needed to counteract bias in the discipline.306 They would not
contend directly with biocentric capacities of individuals whose inter
307
Ethicists, ethologists, cul
tural anthropologists, and others could facilitate discussions that would
improve wildlife conservation.
Pluralistic optimism encourages people to work together de
spite foundational differences in perspectives and motivations. Some
Christian fundamentalists have joined secular environmental activists
of markedly different political persuasions to honor natural Creation.308
Religious believers have achieved some ecumenical consensus about
the value of creation and the importance of human humility.309 Pluralism
is a helpful reminder that philosophy has been overly preoccupied with
boat” thought experiments, where someone or something always los
es.310 Yet pluralists are overly glib about the softness of theory. Genuine
programs. Pluralists cannot make clashes disappear as much as they
yearn for harmony.
listic and individualistic perspectives. Bryan Norton, one strong pro
ponent of pragmatism, has tried to balance these tensions. In his essay,
“Caring for Nature,” Norton resorts to the idea of “animal altruism” to
justify the conservationist subordination of animals to holistic species
preservation programs.311
tual extension of the striving to live and perpetuate one’s species,”312 “a
See, e.g., morrison, supra note 62, at 15 (need to consider ethical issues
in wildlife management); see also Fox & Bekoff, supra
306

See taylor, supra
individuals, including plants, that have a good of their own); see also martha C.
nussBaum, Frontiers oF JustiCe: disaBility, nationality, speCies memBership
307

of species).
See, e.g., Roger Gottlieb Interview at American Prospect oXFord uniV.
press Blog (Apr. 20, 2006, 5:05 PM),
(Christian fundamentalist arguing for theological grounding of environmental
protection).
309
See spirit and nature: why the enVironment is a religious issue (Steven
C. Rockefeller & John C. Elder eds. 1992) (ecumenical contributions showing diverse
308

See marilyn Friedman, what are Friends For? Feminist perspeCtiVes on
personal relationships and moral theory, 71 (1993) (modern ethics as “nightmare
of plane crashes, train wrecks, and sinking ships”).
311
Bryan G. Norton, Caring for Nature: A Broader Look at Animal
Stewardship, in Bryan g. norton, searChing For sustainaBility 375, 385 (2003).
312
Id. at 390.
310
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goal that is implicit in the life struggle of the animal.”313
studies of animals, noting that animal behavior sometimes resembles
human altruism.314 He gives examples of a dominant gorilla male who
allows his band to escape by staying behind and succumbing to death by
poachers, and army ants that drown themselves to form a bridge allow
ing their cohorts to cross a stream.315
cannot choose to act altruistically to perpetuate its group or species be
cause this is an abstraction beyond the grasp and valuation of animals.316
Still, Norton contends that making voluntariness a requirement for al
truism renders the trait impossible for animals.317
do appear voluntary al
transport, and management of wild animals in new settings, however,
voluntariness is certainly not apt. Norton admits the “awkward truth”
that humans would be justifying such detriment to individuals to ratify
conservation decisions favoring wholes like populations or species.318
Peter Singer once posed a relevant test to science experimenters who
319
they would
of homo sapiens. It is disingenuous to claim that animals should do the
same for their species. Animal and human altruism surely would vary,
and diverse species could express altruism differently.320 Yet altruism

serving its kind. It is preferable to admit that humans are imposing sac
position. Acknowledging the collision of interests helps to ensure that
for life.321 Yet he wrestled with the paradox that this ideal is impossible
313
314
315
316
317
318
319

Id.
Id. at 386.
Id.
Id. norton, supra note 314, at 386.
Id. at 387, 392.
Id. at 389.
See singer

animals).
See minding animals, supra note 159, at 48 (observing emotional
responses in animals does not mean their emotions are the same as humans).
321
See generally alBert sChweitzer, the philosophy oF CiVilization 307,
309 (1960).
320
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to meet, given the ubiquitous biological fact that survival comes at the
expense of other living things.322 Conservation decisions that harm indi
restoration involves tradeoffs to individual beings, and the ethical chal

f. For the Good of the Wolves
individual harm is paternalistic reasoning that reintroducing wolves is
the best thing for them
to such good. Reintroduction promotes wolf best interests as ascertained
by the human actors. Others have made similar points about animal best
interests. For example, Gary Varner claims that overpopulated animals
323
and that intervention in animal
324
He notes
that overcrowded ungulate populations suffer more from disease, low
ered reproduction, and other weaknesses.325 Top predators reduce prey
density and improve the health of survivors and area ecology, and these
functions justify their reintroduction, according to Varner.326
imals and larger entities like species and systems, as Varner seems to
think.327 The arguments do bolster the conservation case for sometimes
favoring group interests over individual, but this simply restates the
of some individuals, but only at others’ expense. The ethical question is

Both Varner and Norton make important points about future ani
mals and animals on the average, but they accept holistic priorities over
particular well being of animals directly affected. When Varner refers
to future animals, he is really talking about the overall future health of
populations, species, or systems. Norton does the same when he specu
Id.
See Varner, supra note 5, at 116.
324
See, e.g., id. at 119, 126, 135, 140 (arguing that restorations eventually
can become “autogenic,” requiring no further management).
325
Id.
suffering from diseases and starvation, justifying culling for animal welfare).
326
Id.
327
Id. See Varner, supra note 5,
Tom Regan, to ungulate culling and concluding that Regan would approve limited
killing).
322
323
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lates that animals have an interest in survival of their kind. They do not
consider whether any individuals, and if so which ones, should accept
direct burdens now to secure a better future. They bypass, once again,
the central ethical issue this Article urges them to address. It would be
more honest and constructive for conservation planning to explain why
restoration rationales outweigh individual animal interests in particular
g. The Cultural Progress Rationale
i. A culturally freighted creature
rity, according to some proponents. People have always perceived the
wolf with profound ambivalence. Americans from colonial times held
virulently negative attitudes toward the animal until they exterminated
the species in waves of collective violence.328 Wolves have had both
positive and negative valence throughout human history. People have
Hood, Three Little Pigs),329 myths, and popular language (e.g., wolf as
ated wolves with fertility and special wisdom.330
Americans respected wolves they believed possessed magical powers
to share with human kin.331
Dislike of wolves persists in America despite some remarkable
cultural transformation. Negative views infected the Yellowstone proj
ect initially and still. Some western ranchers strongly resent the federal
government for reintroducing wolves, with one describing that decision
as forced “down our throat with a plunger.”332 They resent national in
terference with the free spirited West and threats to livestock culture
and heritage.333 With many more applications than available permits,

See generally, hampton, supra
efforts over time to eradicate wolves); see also mCnamee, supra
(describing history of shrinking wolf numbers in America from plentiful to gone).
329
See Remet, supra note 139, at 89.
330
See eVa-lena rehnmarK, neither god nor deVil: rethinKing our
perCeptions oF wolVes
wolves in agricultural fertility in Japan, Europe, and ancient Rome and Greece).
331
See, e.g., id.
guides and teachers with special spiritual insights and powers).
332
Leslie Kaufman
n.y. times, (Nov. 4, 2011)
.
333
See id.
328
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eager Minnesota hunters sought permission to hunt recovered wolves.334
Antipathy infects proposed Northeastern reintroduction as well. Some
residents of the Adirondacks, for example, worry over increased land
use restrictions related to wolf protection,335 and others are skeptical
structure.336
Simultaneously the wolf has evolved into national “star” of the
wild. People travel from afar to Yellowstone for the chance to hear wolf
howls or glimpse the animals..337 Wolf memorabilia is part of tourism.
An iconic tee shirt sold vigorously on
as male customers
touted sexual prowess from sporting the wolves’ image.338 The polar
depictions of wolves are both mythical. While one person warns, “[s]
ooner or later, those wolves are going to kill a person, or a kid waiting
for a school bus,”339 another claims that wolves kill only sick and weak
prey. Neither claim is accurate. No records document wolves in the wild
killing humans,340 and wolves sometimes do kill healthy animals.341
Minnesota Wolf Hunt: More than 23,000 Apply for 6,000 Permits,
assoCiated press (Sept. 7, 2012) http:///
.
335
See, e.g., Schlickeisen, supra note 39, at 65 (discussing local concerns
about Adirondack Park expansion to protect wolves).
336
See, e.g., Sage, supra note 40, at 42, 44 (questioning promise of tourism
as economic incentive for locals).
337
See, e.g., Nate Schweber, Research Animals Lost in Wolf Hunts Near
Yellowstone, N. y. times (Nov. 28, 2012, 11:12 AM), http://green.blogs.nytimes.
com/2012/11/28/research
(describing
“thriving tourist industry” in Yellowstone related to wolves); see also, McKibben,
supra
commodities).
338
A July 23, 2013 visit to
website and a search under “Three
334

favorable review” claimed, “This shirt has changed my life!” The “most helpful
pretty impressive. Unfortunately its natural healing powers reversed my vasectomy
Now I have 18 sons and spend most of my money on child support and condoms.”
Parody – Three Sloth Moon Shirt to date has generated only two reviews.) http://www.
.
339
Keith Matheny, Upper Michigan Residents Say Wolf Hunt Will Control
a Killer, detroit Free press (May 20, 2013),
viewart/20130520/WOF07/130520015/Upper
.
340
Id. (no records in Michigan); see also FisCher, supra note 56, at 56
(wolves avoid and do not attack humans).
341
See mCnamee, supra note 60, at 136 (debunking sentimental views about
“wolf scruple”).
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ii. An environmental symbol
Wolves herald environmental success to some. If people accept
a creature they once maligned, this shows movement away from a hu
342
Reestablishing wolves is a victory for
the environmental movement, possibly motivating other bold endeav
ors.343 Wolf success hints at an environmental agenda even more sweep
ing, and perhaps values broadened beyond economics.344 The Yellow
stone project promised to restore nothing short of national faith along
with wolf populations.
Changes of heart are welcome signs of cultural progress. Few
would recreate the days of poison, torture, and cruel violence against
wolves, and many view that history with collective shame.345 Still, an
ethical question is whether policy should track attitudinal currents or
challenge culture to evolve. Does any cultural ideal justify converting
creatures into icons? The fate of wild beings should not turn on even
achieve better relations with the nonhuman world.
While sentiment should not dictate policy, environmentalism
does depend on cultural acceptance. Even wolf skeptics are willing to
tolerate animals that return on their own, and environmentalists rec
346
If expensive and
coercive restorations arouse venom toward hapless predators, perhaps
the symbolism is not worth the backlash. Human maturity is fragile, as
to proclaim that animal culture has moved enduringly beyond fad and
caprice.
h. The Reparations-Restitutions Rationale: Redemption or Vanity?
historically egregious behavior toward wolves and the environment as a
whole. Proponents are eager to atone for the conduct of past humans in
342

See, e.g., McKibben, supra

See, e.g., Clark & Gillesberg, supra
environmentalists in advocacy); see also DeBoer, supra note 133, at 100 (wolf
restoration as “catalyst for wilderness restoration”).
344
See id. at 141 (discussing strains of politics and economics).
345
See, e.g., hampton, supra note 100 (discussing “collective remorse” at
close of nineteenth century)
346
See, e.g., DeBoer, supra note 133 (preferring such return over intrusive
relocation); see also Peterson, supra note 187, at 151 (Michigan survey reporting
public preference for natural wolf return); see also Schadler, supra note 132, at 167
(discussing hopes for natural recovery).
343
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morse is refreshing. Acknowledging wrongdoing is necessary for moral
development, and it is sometimes important for current people to apolo
Compensating holocaust survivors who were slave laborers in
347
Volkswagen Corporation compen
tity and only 1,000 to 2,000 of the laborers were still alive.348 Although
they were a gesture designed to ease survivors’ waning lives a bit and a
collective admission of corporate wrongdoing.
In some reparations, both actors and recipients differ from the
historical perpetrators and victims. In such cases restorative justice is
indirect. Reparations to the descendants of African American slaves
would be an example of indirect reparation, because neither perpetrators
nor victims live. One rationale for holding current people accountable
for past acts of others is that the contemporaries who pay have indirect
payment still suffer the ripple harms of historical events that damaged
their ancestors.349 Slave descendants experience lingering harm, while
the descendants of slave owners, or those who thrived on the slave econ
350
Although such claims
that such reparation is unjust in compensating some who are thriving,
while unfairly punishing those who pay for the wrongful acts of third
parties, a principle long shunned in morality and law.351
Wolf reparations would resemble slavery reparations because
compensation (wolf restoration to a formerly inhabited region) would
redress the acts of nineteenth and early twentieth century Americans and
assist remote descendants and future generations of eradicated wolves.
from livestock depredations, more prey for food and subsistence, and
suppressed fears of mythical creatures of the night. When wolves van
ished, American settlers faced one less obstacle to domesticating the

See, e.g., Marilyn Henry, $12 Million VW Fund Set for Slave Laborers,
Jewish weeKly (Sept. 18, 1998), http://www.jweekly.com/article/full/9121/
(fund established to acknowledge company’s
moral responsibilities).
348
Id.
349
See, e.g., Reparations for Slavery Reading, Constitutional rights Found.,
347

reading.html (last visited July 27, 2013).
350
See id.
351
See id.
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It is hard to appreciate advantages to contemporary wolves and
wolf species. As Bill McKibben put it, “wolves roam outside beyond
the culture of victimhood.”352 Wolf species, subspecies, and populations
353
One might even argue
that threats from humans have made wolves more adaptable through
natural selection, so that their ordeal was more positive than harmful.354
Although some ecosystems have suffered from the historical absence of
ritory of the Northeast to reestablish their historical predator role might
be the compensation particular animals would receive for their ances
tors’ mistreatment. Yet studies of Canadian wolves do not reveal more
than cyclical shortages of prey, often related to phenomena like harsh
winters.355 From the perspective of the animals themselves, no wolves
pressions of regret as they carry on their lives in Canada.
If restoration is the form of reparation, wolves might actually
reparations. We should rethink the idea that restoration is a collective
might even lull people into thinking the slate is clean for wolves and
other persecuted animals.356 Restorations might allow people to forget
the past and be complacent about toward future environmental challeng
es.357 When restoration redresses ecological effects of past wrongs it can
signify commitment to better environmental policies. When reparations
to service the human psyche. Our sense of redemption and vanity about
righteous ethical progress should not become entangled with the desti
nies of nonhumans. If humans genuine corrective justice, we should not

352
353
354

McKibben, supra note 31, at 17.
See id. at 13 (wolves “safe as a species”).
See, e.g., Theberge, supra note 86, at 30 (wolf as “ecological generalist”

See id.
populations).
356
See Schadler, supra note 132, at 162 (danger of complacency about
reversing past wrongs following reintroduction).
357
See id.
355
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i. The Human Virtue Rationale
Another important ethical rationale for wolf restoration is the
argument from human virtue. Engaging in predator reintroduction will
improve personal and national character because of lifestyle adjustments
humans will need to make to accommodate new wild neighbors.358 En
vironmental virtue ethics is a strand of virtue ethics more generally.
principles to guide action, reasoning that people of excellent character
reliably behave well.359 Virtues dispose people to behave ethically,360
and environmental virtues dispose people to behave well toward the
environment.361
only fairly recently emerged,362 but environmentalists have long empha
ronmental change.363
Modern environmental law relies heavily on external sanctions,
and contemporary environmental policy favors economic incentives to
motivate environmental improvement. External sources of motivation
might not be sustainable because of limited resources, but also psycho
logically. Social psychologists document a phenomenon called the “over
for behavior lead recipients to perceive their actions as extrinsically

358

See McKibben, supra

See, e.g., rosalind hursthouse, on Virtue ethiCs
for moral philosophy to address emotions, motives, and character); see also Christine
Swanton, A Virtue Ethical Account of Right Action, 112 ethiCs 32, 32 (2001) (arguing
for virtue account of right action).
360
See, e.g., John McDowell, Virtue and Reason, in Virtue ethiCs 140,
359

rightly”).
See generally enVironmental Virtue ethiCs (Ronald Sandler & Philip
Cafaro eds. 2005); and ronald l. sandler, CharaCter and enVironment (2007); and
louie Van wensVeen, dirty Virtues: the emergenCy oF eCologiCal Virtue ethiCs
(2000).
362
See generally enVironmental Virtue ethiCs (Ronald Sandler &Philip
Cafaro eds. 2005); and ronald l. sandler, CharaCter and enVironment (2007); and
louie Van wensVeen, dirty Virtues: the emergenCy oF eCologiCal Virtue ethiCs
(2000).
363
See Philip Cafaro, Thoreau, Leopold, and Carson: Toward an
Environmental Virtue Ethics, in enVironmental Virtue ethiCs, supra
44 (famous environmental writings as implicitly virtue oriented); see also Bill Shaw,
A Virtue Ethics Approach to Aldo Leopold’s Land Ethic, in enVironmental Virtue
ethiCs, supra
361
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motivated.364 If a person is already motivated from within, the external
365
According to psychologists, the
phenomenon dampens altruism over time.366 Because virtues motivate a
person internally, they are more reliable than outside inducements.
367

A predator who causes inconvenience, or possibly worse, may teach hu
mans to see themselves as just one species among others.368 Restoration
also demonstrates courage to admit past wrongs and take bold steps,
even if repercussions are hard to predict and contain. Moral courage, in
turn, depends on the integrity to follow principles despite temptations to
political, and lost opportunity costs of predator reintroduction, resto
world. Other virtues are also at stake, for example, gratitude toward the
environment.369
Few could deny that cultivating such character traits, at least
in moderation, would be a positive development for both humans and
the environment. Would wolf reintroduction into the Northeast actually
serve the aforementioned virtues, if that project surmounts legal and sci
context. Removing animals from their habitat and depositing them in a
new setting requires active interference. Conservation biologists empha
management” over time to correct undesirable conditions.370 This level

See, e.g., Mark R. Lepper et al, Undermining Children’s Interest with
28 personality &
soCial psyChology
see also William D. Crano & John Sivacek,
364

Attitude Change, 20 J. eXperiential soCial psyCholgy 137, 137 (1984).
365
See id.
366
See Lepper et al, supra
367
See, e.g., Thomas E. Hill, Jr., Ideals of Human Excellence and Preserving
Natural Environments, 5 enVtl. ethiCs
leopold, supra note 17, at 240 (from “conqueror” to “plain member”); see also Sallie
McFague, A Square in the Quilt: One Theologian’s Contribution to the Planetary
Agenda,” in spirit and nature: why the enVironment is a religious issue 42, 43
(Steven C. Rockefeller & John C. Elder eds., 1992) (sin as seeing others existing for
oneself).
368
See, e.g., McKibben, supra note 31, at 21 (“intoxication, with ourselves”
and losses of species).
369
See generally
, Gratitude and the Environment:
Toward Individual and Collective Ecological Virtue, 10 J. JurisprudenCe
(2011).
370
morrison, supra
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place. The role of “steward” implies overall responsibility for caretak
ing. We may be forced to assume this role because passivity compounds
environmental maladies. Reintroducing wolves into the Northeast is far
Assuming intensive duties of ecological oversight, and inevitable litiga
tion over wolf identity and other matters, reintroduction any time soon
would be more reckless than virtuous.
Aldo Leopold long ago cautioned that humans rarely know
enough about complex ecological relationships to intervene correctly
and in the right places because, “the biotic mechanism is so complex
that its workings may never be understood.”371 Those most knowledge
able understand the limits of ecological understanding, Leopold assert
ed.372 Ecologists are unable to predict the subtle effects of tampering
with the elements of complex ecosystems.373 Effects of the Yellowstone
wolf reintroduction surprised project managers.374 Despite extensive
preparation and study, they waited to see how each step would unfold,
and they still anticipate surprises.375 Reintroduction into the Northeast
lic and private lands, close proximity of wolves to humans, extensive
roads and highways, and predictable clashes with coyotes. Expensive
and controversial wildlife restorations should have strong prospects of
The red wolf captive breeding and release program was ethical
the ESA. Red wolf captures began in 1973, with the goal of removing
all animals from the wild to save them from extinction. This goal was
wolves had dwindled to appallingly small numbers in the wild, so the
species truly was on the brink of extinction.376 The wolves had hybrid
leopold, supra note 16, at 241.
Id.
373
morrison, supra note 62, at 145 (complexity making predictions
see also Douglas W. Smith, Rolf O.
Peterson, & Douglas B. Houston, int’l wolF Ctr. Yellowstone After Wolves 8 (Apr.,
2003), available at
. (expecting surprises from wolf restoration because
371
372

Smith et al., supra note 373,
willow stands in Yellowstone since wolves debated but probably reason for increases in
beaver); see also ten years oF yellowstone, supra note 58, at 31 (“trophic cascade”
of indirect effects from wolves, including taller willows and changes in elk behavior).
375
See Smith et al, supra note 373, at 8.
376
See hampton, supra
374
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stake.377 Initial success of the plan was limited because only fourteen
animals reproduced in captivity.378 Fish and Wildlife also did not pre
pare the public and build support for its daring and invasive program,
which particularly irked residents of North Carolina where wolves were
released.379 It took a new federal wildlife refuge to protect the wolves
and allow some shaky recovery.380 Although the agency blundered in
public relations, and curtailed the wildness of the wolves, this was a last
ditch existential effort. The most important lesson from that example is
to prevent future crises of the magnitude that demand radical measures.
all despite its failure to take individual animals seriously enough at the
brink, no predator had approximated the historical gray wolf. Area ecol
ogy was suffering, and the region was well suited in prey and terrain on
large swaths of protected public land.381 If the predators would be re
stored anywhere, “Yellowstone Park really is a perfect home for wolves
.”382 In retrospect, wolf successes in acclimation and breeding and ef
fects on regional biodiversity were remarkable, and only a persnickety
environmentalist could begrudge such regeneration. The achievements
make it hard to separate the decision when made from its subsequent
delisting and hunting, ethical as well as ecological cautions should in
form all new wolf restoration attempts. Whether we should do it again is
a separate ethical question from whether the historical project had merit.
Unlike the Yellowstone project, a Northeastern wolf reintroduc
tion program does not survive ethical analysis. This is aside from the
separate species, although that issue creates immense legal obstacles to
reintroducing wolves under the ESA. On balance, the preceding exam
ination of comparative contextual factors and ethical rationales compels
negative conclusions about eastern wolf restoration.

Id. at 179.
Id.
379
Id.
380
Id. at 180 (Alligator River National Wildlife Refuge).
381
See Clark & Gillesberg, supra
suitability over 15 years). Schlickeisen, supra
restoration growing in popularity).
382
FisCher, supra note 56, at 167.
377
378
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V. suPerogatory or PermissiVe Programs
A longstanding distinction in moral philosophy relevant to res
torations is between ethical duties necessary in every case and moral
decisions that that apply some of the time on a discretionary basis. Kant
called mandatory duties “Perfect” and asserted that they apply univer
sally according to the dictates of reason.383 “Imperfect Duties” are not
enforceable in law and have exceptions.384 In related philosophical lan
guage, the latter are called “superogatory” because they involve good
actions that exceed demands.385 Taking actions beyond what is required
is a choice often thought to involve heroism, saintliness, or at least al
truism worthy of praise. 386
Employing this framework within the conservation context,
some restorations are necessary, or close to necessary, to rescue an eco
logical system or component. Red wolf restoration would be in this cat
egory, given the basic conservation value of biodiversity and correlated
goal of avoiding extinctions. The red wolf captive breeding program in
the Southwest would exemplify a “perfect duty” within the conserva
tion context only because it addressed an ecological emergency with
imminent extinction at stake.387 Projects designed to save species on the
brink generally permit greater risks to individual animals. Making red
wolves captive risked more harms to those animals than the Yellowstone
wolves, if only because breeding manipulations and lengthier captivi
ty alters habits and behavior.388 Recovery was far less predictable, and
no one knew in advance whether the animals would breed in captivity
or how any young would fare.389 Moreover, releasing captive animals
into the wild certainly exposed them to greater mortality and other risks
because they were less equipped to hunt and carry on wild activities.390
Young wolves born in captivity were especially at risk because it was
not clear that the parents and other wolves had transmitted skills neces
sary for effective wild existence.391 Despite actual and predictable harms
Kant, supra note 131, at 39 n 9.
Id.
385
See, e.g., David Heyd, Supererogation, in stanFord enCyClopedia oF
philosophy 1 (2011), http://www.stanford.edu/entries/supererogation.
386
See id.
387
See, e.g., DeBoer, supra note 133, at 82 (wild Canis rufus considered
extinct in 1980).
388
See generally minding animals, supra
effects on animals from human presence and trapping).
389
See hampton, supra note 100, at 179 (breeding of only fourteen captive
animals).
390
See id.
391
See, e.g.,
, Captive Breeding,
Reintroduction, and the Conservation of Amphibians, 22 ConserVation Biology 852,
383
384

learned behaviors to function in the wild).
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to the wolves, the dire condition of the red wolf as a species made some
form of restoration obligatory as a last resort.
In contrast, the Yellowstone wolf reintroduction was largely “su
perogatory” despite claims of necessity. Applying Kant’s terminology,
wildlife managers had at most an “imperfect duty” to restore wolves.
Wolves were returning slowly, although they were stragglers except in
Montana,392 and there was no compelling argument for speed beyond
the political enticement of relaxed 10(j) protection. Yet, area ecology
did suffer from large ungulates that had harmed vegetation and soil
through browsing and trampling.393 Smaller animals, such as beaver,
had not proliferated in the region because of unsuitable vegetation.394
Careful study indicated that the region could support multiple breeding
packs, further justifying the reintroduction.
A conservation project that is ethically permissible but not nec
sidered where their project stood on an ethical sliding scale between dis
cretion and necessity is not obvious from records, although they clearly
lamented each wolf death and expressed compassion and respect for the
animals. The project did not follow a fully ethical process despite years
of planning and valiant, some would say excessive, efforts to assuage
rancher and other concerns. Explicit attention to individual animal risks
and honest acknowledgement of the discretionary nature of the project
would have improved the process. This might have led to a backup plan
if removal became legally necessary (as it almost did), for example, sanc
tuaries that could shelter wolves, or a return arrangement with Canada.
As an early try at wolf restoration, however, the project was worthy even
though retrospective assessment shows much room for improvement.
The Northeast wolf reintroduction project, at least currently,
does not pass either obligatory or superogatory tests. It is far from eco
logically necessary, given fairly rapid coyote adaption to the role of top
of modest success with moose predation,395 the animal is notoriously
resourceful and has already acquired many wolf genes and character
istics through interbreeding.396 Wolves have fairly stable populations
in Canada, which would be the source area for reintroduced wolves,
so they are not in dire species jeopardy analogous to red wolves. For
See mCnamee, supra note 60 at 33 (wolves returning to Montana); see
also FisCher, supra note 56, at 96 (wolf pack established in Montana).
393
See ten years oF yellowstone, supra
long thought to harm vegetation like willows).
394
See id.
395
See Theberge, supra note 86, at 58, 61 (coyotes not successful moose
predators).
396
Id.
392
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all of these reasons, it is fair to conclude that the project would not be
morally required. It is also not morally permissible, at least any time
soon. The disputed species identity of the historical Eastern wolf would
igation. Although the prospect of litigation should not by itself stop a
worthy project, the novel identity issues and the FWS Proposal to delist
gray wolves nationally makes ambitious reintroduction far too risky in
this case. Even if FWS persists in its designation of a separate histori
cal species, and complete biological assessment of that species merits
protected status, the special circumstances of coyote presence and the
mixture of private and public land pose lingering ethical problems for
reintroduction.

Vi. alternatiVes to wolf reintroduction
a. Identifying and Facilitating Alternatives
When a decision will both promote and damage important val
ues, examining less harmful alternatives is ethically required. I do not
claim to understand the biological nuances of bringing wild animals
back to a region from which they have long been absent. Yet, the “barri
ers” to wolves’ repopulation of the Northeast do prompt common sense
suggestions short of airlifting captured animals. While these ideas pres
ent challenges, and none is viable alone, methods of promoting wolf
proposed delisting have put reintroduction on hold. The current direc
tion and tone of FWS suggest that even restoration proponents might
have to settle on this mode of bringing back wolves. The overall alterna
formidable “barriers” prevent this from happening unassisted.397 The
mechanisms, especially in combination, might encourage “natural” but
facilitated return.
b. Necessity of Legal Protection as Background Assumption
Any suggestions for reducing obstacles depend on one over
arching condition—that wolves have protection of law. Without this,
animals in viable numbers will never escape the hunters, trappers, and
397

See, e.g., Mech, supra note 211, at 13. Fascione & Kendrot, supra note
, supra note 133, at 90; see also McKibben, supra note 31, at 9.
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others who would harm them. The June 13, 2013 FWS Proposal to delist
posal to designate historical eastern wolves as the separate species Canis lycaon, is now in an extended Comment period.398 Currently Canis
lycaon has no legal protection as endangered or threatened in the North
east, but FWS acknowledges that biological assessment of that species
is not complete and could result in protection.399 If the new designation
stands, any wolves entering the Northeast from Canada should receive
this is unwarranted. A precautionary approach is ethically wise given
considerable uncertainty and very high stakes for any animals that man
age to enter alien United States territory.
Until the time for input on the FWS Proposal expires, gray
wolves are still listed as endangered in the Northeast as in all lower
400
The Fish and Wildlife Pro
posal to delist Canis lupus nationally should not stand. It depends on
a novel legal interpretation of “range” under the ESA that is inconsis
gered,” “any species which is in danger of extinction throughout all
401
“Threatened” species are those
“likely to become an endangered species within the foreseeable future
402
FWS now inter
prets “range” to include only areas “in which a species currently exists,”
a marked change from previous agency interpretations.403 That reading
would have resulted in delisting gray wolves in the Yellowstone region
before reintroduction because no wolves occupied those areas. The in
terpretation of FWS should be litigated if the agency does not alter its
recent understanding.
If gray wolves survive taxonomy and delisting contests, they
Occasional dispersers southward that escape human hands, road mor
tality, and other dangers in Canada will not be enough. Even if small
populations developed, these would be vulnerable to weather and other
catastrophic events as well as genetic homogeneity and would not be
viable over time.404

78 Fed. Reg. 35,664, supra note 50, at 35665.
Id.
400
See Dutcher et al, supra note 9, at 1 (Michigan, Minnesota, Wisconsin,
Idaho, Wyoming, and Montana).
401
16 U.S.C. § 1532 (6).
402
Id. § 1532(20).
403
78 Fed. Reg. 35,664, supra note 50, at 35,673.
404
See morrison, supra
398
399
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c.
Measures
Habitat fragmentation deters wild animals from migrating to
taining genetic diversity. In the Northeast, highways, roads, waterways,
areas of human occupation, and agriculture are features that break up
habitat and movement corridors.405 Road mortality is a large threat to
wildlife,406 and wolves traveling from Canada to the Northeast would
risk collisions with vehicles. Some states are experimenting with modi
fying highway infrastructure such as overpasses and underpasses plant
ed with vegetation that facilitate wildlife crossings.407 Although most
408
Initial
are cost effective.409
mans from dangers of collisions with large animals like deer and moose,
so some expenditure might be appealing even in hard economic times.
Another way to encourage wolf return is to protect both wolves
and coyotes, at least during parts of the year when animals are on the
quin Park because wolves left the protected land in winter to hunt
deer.410 The Ontario provincial government also protected coyotes in the
Park and buffer region because the species had interbred with wolves
411
The large coyote that has
emerged as “top predator” in the Northeast has features of both wolves
and coyotes and is adapting to be functionally similar to whatever his
torical species once roamed the region.412 The Ontario model of mutual
See
, The Ecological Implications
of Wolf Restoration: Contemporary Ecological Principles and Linkages with Social
Processes, in wolVes and human, supra, note 39, at
see also Theberge,
supra note 86, at 31; DeBoer, supra
, supra note 37,
at 781.
406
See Fed. highway admin., Wildlife and Highways: An Overview, http://
(last visited July 31,
2013).
407
See Mike Stuckey, More Wildlife Getting Helped Across Highway, nBC
news (July 6, 2005, 11:48 am),
environment/t/more
#.UfgGvb97Tdk.
408
Id.
409
Id.
410
See the Friends oF algonQuin parK, Factors Limiting Population
Growth of Wolves in Algonquin Park, http://www.sbaa.ca/projects.asp?cn=314 (last
visited Aug. 14, 2013).
411
Id.
412
See, e.g., Theberge, supra
of eastern coyote).
405
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species protection would be desirable in the Northeast, although this
would require education and changes in public attitudes about coyotes.
Protecting wolves but killing coyotes with abandon may press coyotes
toward the fate of wolves of the late 1900s.
Hampshire should also be protected.413 In especially suitable areas, the
States should consider purchasing land that has strong potential as wolf
habitat or negotiating easements with landowners interested in protect
ing wild animals.414 The success of conservation easements in America
415
suggests that this
avenue is worth treading not just for wolves but also for other animals
impeded by land fragmentation. Such arrangements should be concen
trated in areas where private and corporate property intersects public
lands, as in the Adirondacks and parts of Maine. Corporations could pub
individual landowners might be paid to tolerate wolf crossings. Private
participation in a conservation program might elicit greater public ac
ceptance of predator presence, thus facilitating cultural changes compat
ible with coexistence longer term. As Aldo Leopold claimed long ago,
cion.416 Leopold was optimistic that individual landowners would take
pride in preserving the environment for themselves and the future.417
All land possessors and owners could also receive government
education and assistance in fortifying their farm and other property from
wolf depredations, for example, through trained guard dogs, fencing,

See, e.g., David J. Mladenoff & Theodore A. Sickley, Assessing Potential
Gray Wolf Restoration in the Northeastern United States: A Spatial Prediction of
Favorable Habitat and Potential Population Levels, 62 J. wildliFe mgmt
(Maine as best habitat and dispersal corridor between Maine and New Hampshire).
414
See, e.g., DeBoer, supra note 219, at 87 (discussing easements and “smart
413

415

See, e.g., u.s. Fish & wildliFe serV., partners

For Fish & wildliFe,
, http://www.fws.gov/

easements owned and administered by FWS) (last visited July 31, 2013); see also
the nature ConserVanCy, Private Lands Conservation,
(discussing effectiveness of easements in
protecting wildlife habitat and open space and tax incentives for landowners) (last
visited July 31, 2013).
416
leopold, supra
by its own dimensions”).
417
Id. at 249 (“ecologically minded” owner pride in caring for land).
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and human shepherds,418 as well as devices like alarms.419 Small material
incentives and education might enlist the cooperation of the landowners
in the Northeast who do not reject, and may even welcome, wolves as
neighbors, as surveys and polls suggest many do.420 The current forced
waiting period is an opportunity to examine creative means to wolf re
establishment that most people prefer. Inviting the public to contribute
could generate interest and locally viable ideas.
Collaborating with Canadian provincial and federal governments
is another important endeavor. In Canada wildlife management belongs
largely to the provinces.421 Although wolves are hunted and trapped at
least seasonally in Canada, and populations are stable,422 the eastern wolf
is designated under the federal Species At Risk Act (SARA) as a “species
at risk.”423 This affects the provinces of Ontario and Quebec and requires
them to work with Canadian federal authorities on wolf management.424
interest in predator protection. Changing attitudes might provide openings
Ontario also should be included in dialogue because its heavily agricultur
al southern region would be a dispersal route for wolves and an area sus
425
The St. Lawrence River is another
possible topic for consideration, given that commercial shipping requires
426

Given signals from the Department of the Interior that wolves are no lon
ger wildlife priorities, these alternative methodologies rise in importance.
See, e.g., Fox & Bekoff, supra
used around the world); see also Tony Malmberg, Predators—Friend or Foe? land &
liVestoCK
418

Malmberg, supra note 418, at 10.
See, e.g., Schlickeisen, supra note 39, at 63 (polls showing large majority
support for reintroduction and celebration of Yellowstone wolf arrival); see also
Fascione & Kendrot, supra note 41, at 53 (Defenders of Wildlife commissioned survey
showing wide support for restoration in Adirondacks).
421
See Canada’s Environment Minister Responds, maine wolF Coalition
(July 10, 2012), http://mainewolfcoalition.org/letters/canadas
responds/
Coalition letter of April 29, 2012 and describing management of wildlife by provinces
and territories).
422
See, e.g., Madeline Bodin, Waiting for Wolves, northern woodlands
magazine (Nov. 11, 2007), available at
.
423
maine wolF Coalition, supra note 421.
424
Id.
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See Schadler, supra note 132, at 168; see also Fascione & Kendrot, supra
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Vii. factors and PrinciPles for future cases
a. Goals and Expectations
After a highly contextual and comparative analysis of two res
future decisions about wolves in the Northeast and inform similar proj
Although each case is different ecolog
ically, economically, and politically, practice in sorting and assessing
particulars promotes practical judgment. Ethical analysis is a process
that sharpens analytical skills: identifying factually and ethically rele
vant features of various circumstances, exposing the moral assumptions
hidden in diverse perspectives and subjecting those to critique and po
tential revision, considering the consistency of various positions on the
levels of logic and values, discovering “cultural” or institutional factors
427

niques and habits of listening and openness to perspectives foreign and
antagonistic, applying resources like empathy to consider full informa
tion and guard against incorrect conclusions, and more. Attending to
more cases over time improves the speed and reliability of judgments,
tempered by awareness of all ideas as open to revision.
animals and collectives like species, populations or systems. My aim

that the interests and welfare of individuals should always be consid
ered. Guidance should identify relevant factors and standards that wild
particular cases.
No one should expect foolproof formulae or resoundingly clear
results in most cases. Besides distinctive contextual features, the weight
decisions are entirely situational or subjective, however. The process in
vation plan can change the course of future plans. If people from various
disciplinary perspectives are invited to participate, including cognitive
ethologists who can best represent the interests of animal individuals,
any consensus would be more ethically reliable having considered a
complex array of factors.
See morrison, supra note 62, at 217 (introducing case studies as
valuable tools for integrating and applying concepts in restoration biology to varying
circumstances).
427
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not always be reconciled without tragic losses of important values. The
clash between individual and collective ethics can often be softened,
ethics became estranged. The potential to reconcile and often mitigate
b. Commonly Relevant Contextual Factors
Common factors relevant to ethical assessments include iden
populations selected for reintroduction as well as species of animals
and plants that might receive collateral boosts in numbers or ranges.
ect would preserve a highly endangered predator, such as the red wolf,
the conservation interest is essential to prevent the irreversible harm of
extinction. If, on the other hand, a program has more modest and less
pressing ecological goals, such as bringing in wolves to hasten more
effective moose predation than coyotes can achieve in the Northeast, a
decision must attend more closely to animal harms, allowing fewer and
less severe. The goals of Northeastern wolf reintroduction are neither
existential nor ecologically compelling, especially given rapid adapta
tions of coyotes and declining moose populations. Risking harms to an
imals removed and in place is thus less tolerable.
harms also must be considered. Harms to competitors (coyotes in the
Northeast) and other creatures (perhaps bears) are important. Effects on
different subjects can be compared in type and intensity if they touch
similar interests, for example, the physical integrity of various animals.
Effects on vegetation, soils, and watersheds are important to any conser
vation program, so the entire ecology of an affected area must be taken
into account. Particular goals of predator restoration should be identi

appraisal, however. The point of forcing consideration of intrinsic value
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Legal factors are also ethically relevant in appraising the merits
of conservation projects beyond the obvious constraint that a program
must comply with pertinent law. If standing or other procedural obsta
cles can be tested, litigation should resolve as many issues as possible
before any animals are moved. Animals’ fates are suspended during lit
igation and death may result if a program fails legal tests. Social and
political acceptability should follow highly participatory processes of
deliberation. The views of locals are most important, because those peo
ple experience the greatest impact from predator introduction, and the
lives and wellbeing of the introduced animals are in their hands. Be
cause translocations are highly intrusive, alternatives less invasive must
be considered and favored if they have a reasonable chance of achieving
ecological goals, even if the time frame for success is longer. Arguments

important because interests of animal species and regional populations
differ. Similarly, invoking restitution or reparations for past ecological
misconduct should be suspect if the means of making amends impose
project and the nature of the unknowns. Legal uncertainty is one com
ponent of this analysis, and only strong legal prospects support govern
uncertainties are equally important. For example, a Northeastern wolf
restoration that risked increased interbreeding of wolves and coyotes
may disserve the biodiversity goals of the project. Unknown effects
of tampering with the ecology of an area will always be a factor, so
careful study and predictive work must precede a restoration. Although
“adaptive management” can revise a project and address unanticipated
byproducts, planners should not undertake highly invasive restorations
relying on future remediation. Environmentalists often favor “precau
proponents to meet the burden of demonstrating that a risky endeavor

See, e.g., minding animals, supra note 159, at 189 (ability to do something
does not mean it should be done); see also Radical Egalitarian, supra
428
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to animal issues.429
adopted in American law for translating incommensurable values into
economic commodities and missing ecological values not measurable
in dollars.430 Predator restorations implicate many values, not all of
which are easy to compare. For all of these reasons, the default approach
should be precautionary.
ply to assess the ethics of predator restoration projects include the type
sity based on the types of interests at stake, the availability of suitable
and less invasive alternatives, social and economic considerations re
ing a project, synergistic and indirect effects, likely effectiveness, and
the time frames for predictions. Many of these factors would apply as
well to other programs that juxtapose the interest of collectives and in
dividuals, for example, culling prey species in a region, breeding highly
endangered animals in captivity, or cleansing oil contaminated birds or
animals.
c. Broader Principles for Future Cases
The reader might also seek guidance at a higher level of general
which imposes a “duty not to do harm to any entity in the natural envi
ronment that has a good of its own.”431 For Taylor, any living individual
that pursues the goods of its kind or species, including a plant, is in that
category.432 This principle imposes an overarching ethical commitment
to avoid harming living individuals.

See, e.g., minding animals, supra note 159, at 171 (erring “on the side of
the animals” when we are not certain about effects on them); but see Norton, supra note
153, at 220 (precautionary principle overly protective, preferring approach protecting
against irreversible harms when costs not unbearable).
430
See, e.g., Norton, supra note 153, at 217 (economic analysis treating
“environmental value as a collection of commodities” and missing contributions to
functioning of systems).
431
taylor, supra note 154, at 172.
432
Id. at 68, 122.
429
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Taylor’s second “Rule of Noninterference” is also relevant.433
This standard binds people to a “general ‘hands off’ policy,” accord
ing to Taylor.434 It prohibits actions that impair “the normal activity and
healthy development of an animal or plant,”435 and it also forbids cap
turing and removing animals from “their natural habitats, no matter how
well we might treat them.”436 Taylor’s principles would rule out remov
als and reintroduction of animals in most cases because of the disruption
and risks to living individuals in the place of removal, the target loca
tion, and the place left behind.
Taylor also adopts a rule of relevance that I would not recom
mend. It is “The Rule of Restitutive Justice” that Taylor claims imposes
a duty to redress past transgressions toward the environment.437 I have
previously expressed skepticism about interventionist projects as suit
able reparations or amends.438 Although past human treatment of wolves
again, along with other beings, and does not quell the human bent to
ward pathological control of the environment. Reparation rationales too
Of course, statements of principle at as high levels of generality

value and principle can prompt thinking about priorities that can infuse
concrete discussions and plans. They can also counteract default posi
and “hands off” principles literally and absolutely, it would be impos
sible to justify any conservation measure that favored wholes like spe
cies or ecosystems, even when dire environmental conditions favor a
systemic approach. Although this would be unfortunate, Taylor’s ideals
inject appropriate restraint.

433
434
435
436
437
438

Id. at 173.
Id.
Id.
Id. at 174 (emphasis in original).
Id. at 186.
See infra.
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Viii. closing thoughts
I have not described universal formulae for distinguishing justi
list, but rather a pliable framework and process for ethical consideration,
can improve conservation policy. Despite room for progress, holistic
values and individual animal welfare do not always coalesce.
the strength they could muster working in unison. This was not primarily
because of a political rift or stubborn refusal to communicate, although
such foibles surely were involved. We should face the tragic possibility
that something could be lost in collaboration, even though dialogue and
joint action are vital. No doubt, those committed to animal welfare and
rights can learn to appreciate the importance, sometimes paramount,
of systems and groups. Certainly, the conservation biologists and envi
ronmentalists who care most about species and ecosystems can absorb
some rich information rapidly emerging about individual animal emo
tions, cognition, and altruism. In pursuing their respective paths ethical
ly, each must deliberately don the perspective of the other, as well as the
animals’ point of view. This paper has urged conservation biologists and
in programs they develop. The animals that compose the populations,
species, and systems matter ethically, even to those who pursue vital
collective concerns of species and systems.
Individual creatures, with interests, capacities, and rich emotion
al and social lives should not suffer unnecessarily from even the wor
thiest and inspiring human endeavors. Predator reintroduction should
be ethically compelling, and thus rare. A Northeast wolf reintroduction
project does not meet this high ethical standard.

